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Department of Science.
Edited by DR. J. HAMER, Sr.
Matter, F o r c e ' and Consequent 
Motion.
(continued from last w eek .)
' Now as long as there is an apparent 
equilibrium in .the action of the oppo­
sitely moving forces, as long as the 
eiiergy of the one does not overcome 
that of the other in acting upon the 
solid structure, there is no agitation, 
no perceptible movement of the sur­
face. But whenever the one is sud­
denly overcome by the other there is a 
movement of matter in the direction of 
the acting force, as well as in a lateral 
direction. A change in the interval 
between sudden changes is the whole 
time gradually occurring,and the force 
depressing the crust of the earth taking 
the place of that which tends to elevate 
it, but the motion' of the matter is not 
perceptible through any of our senses. 
The land along the Atlantic shore of 
our country, when compared with the 
time when it was first known in history, 
is found in some localities to have been 
elevated above and at others depressed 
beneath the ocean. When, during the 
contraction of the earth the force of 
gravity in certain localities overcomes 
the forms of force that keep in situ the 
oblique strata of rocks imposed one 
upon the other, a sudden motion en­
sues and earth 'vibrations become per­
ceptible to a certatn distance, which 
varies according to the severity of the 
impulse. This seems to have been the 
cause of the earthquake which we ex­
perienced in this part of the country 
some time previous to that which has 
just occurred in Charleston, and in 
numerous other places to a less degree 
throughout our county at the same 
time. Gravity may in this way be­
come the primitive acting force in these 
destructive earthquakes where heat 
overcomes gravity and becomes the 
acting force. In these cases there 
would be a comparatively light shock 
preceding the destructive convulsions. 
If we cast our eye over the maps .o f 
different countries where active vol­
canoes exist at the present time, I think 
we shall see that they are not far in­
land or situated where there had been a 
bottom land to some body of water, in 
a comparatively late but prehistoric 
age of the world. And we frequently 
read of islands in mid-ocean disap­
pearing suddenly and new ones rising 
up. If there is a locality in the crust 
of the earth that separates a body of 
water from the heated matter beneath, 
too weak to resist the forces that act 
upon it, and it gives way to one or the 
other form acting upon it at the time, 
and water is admitted Id the heated 
mass of matter beneath, what must be 
the inevitable consequence ? We know 
on a small scale what must be the effect 
if a small portion of water gain admis­
sion to a dry, closed up, and heated 
boiler when the repulsive acting force 
in the form of heat overcomes the re­
sisting force. When a boiler bursts 
the fragments fly in every direction 
from the point where they start, and 
the opposing form of force (gravity) 
brings them all to the earth’s surface. 
In the same manner, according to the 
same law, the most severe and destruc­
tive earthquakes occur an acting force, 
moving matter which forms the crust 
of the earth, in a direction from some 
central point or action while the op­
posite form of force (gravity) is striv­
ing to divert that movement in the di­
rection toward the earth’s centre. But 
the acting force in earthquakes cannot 
overcome to the same extent the resist­
ing forces (cohesion and gravity) that 
hold the earth’s crust in situ, and we 
have only successive elevations and de­
pressions and no projected matter ex­
cept through volcanic craters and hot 
springs. At times when the shocks 
are very severe, like what occurred 
at Lisbon, a limited portion of the 
earth’8 crust may become detached 
from the rest and the force of gravity 
gaining the ascenpancy, be swallowed 
up. The form of acting force 
(heat) evident during the conver­
sion of water into steam may ex­
tend through the molton mass and 
gases beneath the earth’s crust, or pass 
through conducting bodies of matter 
and produce earthquake phenomenon 
in countries distant from tbe locality 
where the original convulsion occurs. 
Metals are the best conductors, but 
stone and rock strata will also conduct 
this form of force (heat) and meeting 
with an impediment through some 
peculiar molecular arrangement of mat­
ter through which it has to pass, may 
give rise to thermo-electric force, and 
produce secondary earthquake shocks 
at points distant from where the orig­
inal acting force commenced. This 
may be dependent upon the character 
of the geological formation.
(continued next  w eek .)
An Address Delivered at the Inter 
County Historical Meeting, at Am­
bler Park, June 10th, 1886, by 
Prof. J. Shelly Wein­
berger, A. M., o f  
Ursinus College.
The term objective means that which 
proceeds from the object known, and 
not from the subject knowing, and thus 
denotes what is real in opposition to 
that which is ideal—what exists in na­
ture in contrast to what exists merely 
in the thoughts of the individual. Ob­
jective views are those which are gov­
erned by outward things ; subjective 
views are those which are modified by 
internal feelings. Sir Walter Scott’s 
poetry is principally objective ; it is 
full of vivid scenes as we find them in 
nature, and rarely turning from the 
busy outer world to the inner chambers 
cf reflection. Wordsworth’s poetry is 
eminently subjective. It is said that 
his early theory and practice would 
make no distinction between a village 
gala day and an old wife’s washing day 
—between Bonaparte after Waterloo, 
with a continent lost, and a fisherman 
with a broken net or a swamped boat. 
It is a natural law that poetry precedes 
prose in the literary development of a 
nation, hence poets are always the first 
historians. The history of events is 
transmitted from one generation to an­
other by ballad and song. History is 
not a mere fancy or’ any supposed 
story, but is solid fact. Tbe word is 
derived from a Greek word signifying 
that which is known. Tbe written 
words of history must agree with the 
world of facts. Therein may we see 
tbe morality involved in the treatment 
of history. All the nobler virtues of a 
good man’s character are requisite in 
the historian. Honesty, truthfulness, 
justice, faithfulness, fairness, candor, 
plain dealing and veracity are indis­
pensable ingredients in every success­
ful writer of history. Men are respon­
sible to their Creator not only for what 
they do but also for what they say. 
“By thy words thou shalt be justified, 
and by thy words thou shalt be con­
demned.”
Herodotus, the first real historian of 
Greece, commonly called the “Father 
of History,” traveled in Egypt, and in 
many countries of Asia and Europe, 
and wrote the results of his observa­
tions in nine books named alter the 
nine muses. His work is a specimen 
of objective history and is of incalcula­
ble value, of great interest from its 
simplicity, religious character and 
truthfulness. Throughout it bears the 
marks of candor. He describes facts 
either as known to himself or states 
simply what others say. Thucydides’ 
History of the Peloponuesian War is 
regarded as authentic and genuine. 
Thiers’ History of the French Empire 
is known to be genuine, but is not be­
lieved to be very authentic. The his­
tory of the Alexandrian war, which 
goes under Csesar’s name, is not genu­
ine, for he did not write i t ; it is au­
thentic, being in the main a truthful 
record of the events which it professes 
to relate. The apocryphal gospel of 
St. Thomas is neither genuine nor au­
thentic. It is not genuine for St. 
Thomas did not write it ; it is not au­
thentic for its contents are chiefly 
fables and lies. Authenticity and 
genuineness are the sine gua non of a 
good history, the former bearing wit­
ness to the truth and the latter to the 
reputed author. Xenonphon’s style is 
peculiarly excellent in narrative, being 
uniformly simple, tasteful and. agree­
able. His Grecian History is a con­
tinuation of Thucydides’. The expedi­
tion of Cyrus gives an account of the 
attempts of the younger Cyrus and of 
the celebrated retreat of the 10,000 
Greeks, with which college boys are 
well acquainted. These three historians, 
Herodotus, Thucydides and Xenophon, 
form a trio in historical writings ad­
mired by all subsequent ages.
Perhaps no nation furnishes better 
historians than the Romans. No sub­
stitutes have ever been found in schools 
and colleges for the Commentaries of 
Csesar, Livy’s History of Rome and 
Tacitus’ History of the Germans and 
his life of Agricola, bis father-in-law. 
The Commentaries of CiBsar have never 
been surpassed, and rarely equalled in 
simplicity and vigor of style, and in 
the truthfulness with which he narrates 
the events of which he was an eye wit­
ness. Livy deserves the first rank 
among the formal historians of Rome. 
His history, in its whole compass, ex­
tended from the arrival of .¿Eneas in
Itally until the death of Drusus, B. C. 
8 or 9, the year 744 from the building 
of the city. It consisted of 140 or 142 
books, of which only 35 are now ex­
tant, namely, the first ten and the 
twenty-five from the 21st to the 45th. 
The authenticity of the common ac­
counts of the early history of Rome 
has been much questioned. Whatever 
may have been the early historical 
records and movements of the Romans 
they were almost entirely destroyed in 
that conflagration by which the whole 
city of Rome was laid in ruins on its 
capture by the Gauls, B. C. 385, and it 
is supposed that the earliest writers 
afterward depended chiefly on tradition 
as the authority for their narratives. 
Tacitus portrays the early customs of 
the Germans in a striking manner. 
While subsequent discoveries have 
proved that his ideas of geography, 
meteorology and astronomy were not 
well founded, bis discription of the 
Germans has never been challenged. 
The oblique censures on the Romans, 
with whom he contrasts the Germans, 
is highly interesting and profitable.
Political bias is an obstacle to ob­
jective writing. Hume, in his history 
of England, has written from a Tory’s 
point of viéw. No doubt he meant to 
write dispassionately and correctly, 
but the critical examinations of state 
papers and of the memoirs of public 
men had not then commenced. On 
disputed points his history is not very 
good authority, but it is learned and 
useful to the student. Macaulay, on 
the other hand, wrote from the Whig 
side of the English constitution. He 
was an enthusiastic«upporter of the 
Whig party, which rewarded him with 
honor and high place. For the first 
time he gave to the reading world a 
learned and able history more fascinat­
ing than any fiction by the splendor of 
its style, by the art of dramatic ar­
rangement, by its delightful pictures of 
society and manners. Exceptions have 
been taken to some of the author’s 
views, positions and theories, but dis­
cussion has not diminished the number 
of his readers.
Froude, an earnest • advocate of the 
Anglican church, has written a history 
of England from the fall of Wosley to 
the death of Queen Elizabeth, and has 
had the boldness to ask the reading 
public to reverse its verdict of the past 
history of England as far as it relates 
to the character of Henry Y III and 
Queen Elizabeth Gibbon, England’s 
greatest historian, Qie author of tbe 
Decline and Fall of the Roman Entfpire, 
has made all the learning of the ages 
tributary to his work, but, unfortun­
ately, has impressed the skeptical and 
rationalistic tendency of his own mind 
on his writings, and has treated the 
Christian world in cold, critical phrases, 
to which Christian writers have ever 
objected. How much fairer is Guizot, 
the French statesman and historian, 
author of the History of France and 
of the History of Civilization. He 
guards tbe reader against his own 
theories. He points out what he re­
gards. the weak side of the Reformation, 
yet himself a staunch advocate of the 
Reformation. He is one of the most 
objective writers on record, and was 
the greatest French writer of his time, 
and scarcely owning an equal in any 
other countrj’.
The historians of the United States 
are pretty objective, but not free from 
political bias. Bancroft has attracted 
most general attention and all parties 
consult him as authority. He is our 
standard historian. He has tried to 
show that the development of our gov­
ernment has been in accordance with 
the principles of the Democratic party 
as originated by Jefferson and followed 
by Jackson and his successors. He 
has been as fair as could be expected 
from a partisan who has his own theory 
to establish. His history is learned, 
but his style is more labored than 
spirited and graphic. Hildreth, on the 
other band, leaves the impression un­
favorable to Jefferson and his follow­
ers. His hero is rather Hamilton. His 
work shows great industry, independent 
judgment, and unswerving adherence 
to facts as he saw them. His style is 
pure and clear.
Josephus, Thucydides, Xenophon, 
Caesar were not only history writers, 
but also history makers. Macaulay 
and Bancroft have been political history 
makers as well as writers. Who ever 
left such a legacy of objective history 
to the world as did General Grant in 
his Memoirs ? Few men have the quali­
fications to do equal justice to their 
friends and foes. No living man on 
this continent ever bad equal honor be­
stowed on him at home and abroad. 
He was the best history maker and the 
best history writer that this country 
ever saw.
Historians of Bucks and Montgom­
ery, it takes Independents, or, as some 
would say, Mugwumps, to write objec­
tive history. No hide-hound politician 
or bigot will ever write a true history. 
Cultivate honesty, truthfulness, justice, 
faithfulness, fairness, candor and ver­
acity in all your writings and we shall 
class j'ou among the standard histor­
ians, and in the language of Horace, 
“you shall strike the stars with your 
lofty heads.”
For lie Oil love’s Sate.
“ I feel, Mary, I shall be jealous of 
this cousin ofyours. Already she seems 
to occupy all your thoughts, and when 
she arrives, I dare say she will engross 
all your attention. But, there, I will not 
scold j’ou. Good night, dearest,” and 
Philip Gilbert, my bethrothed, pressed 
his first kiss upon my lips.
•In the fullness of an almost perfect 
happiness tears came into my eyes as I 
turned into the house, and> asked my­
self, have I lived the last few moments 
in a dream, or is it a reality — has the 
love so long yearned for been given to 
me at last? I have known Philip Gilbert 
for manj’-years, and looking backward 
then, I could not recall to memory a 
time when I did not love him. Tall and 
fair and blue-eyed, and with a symme­
trical form of an Apollo, Philip Gilbert 
would attract attention among a crowd 
of handsome men. I was some years 
older than he, and had Dever been re­
garded as a beauty. Yet he had asked 
me to be his wife. And yet, in 
the solitude of my own room that night 
more than once this thought occurred 
to me : Will our union secure my future 
happiness after all ? He was a man of 
quick and generous impulse, buth with 
no staliility of purpose and little 
strength of character. Those who be­
lieve that a girl is blind to the fault of 
weakness of her lover, know very little 
of my sex. I had formed, perhaps, a 
truer estimate of Philip Gilbert’s char­
acter than any oWn ofhis most intimate 
friends. Still I loved him with all my 
heart and soul, and for no better than a 
woman’s reason — because I could not 
help it.
My cousin, Gertrude Harland, ar­
rived on the morrow. Her father, a 
lawyer of some prominence in Boston, 
had but recently died, and when we 
learned of her bereavement, iny own 
father insisted that the orphan child of 
his only sister should make her home 
beneath his roof. I had not seen her 
since she was a child of ten, and she 
was now eighteen. As I held her hands 
in mine and bade her welcome to our 
country home, I thought that I never 
beheld a being so radiantly beautiful. 
She was a brunette, with an almost per­
fect Greek profile, and the pure olive 
complexion, with just a touch of color 
to give it wormth, so rarely to be seen 
by American women. The old farm­
house where I had lived since my fath­
er, Mr. Maxwell, had retired from the 
active practice of his profession, over­
looked the Hudson, within a short 
distance-of Yonkers, a town which had 
not reached the importance it has since 
attained. Gertrude was delighted with 
her new home, and was never weary of 
dialing on the scenic beauties of tbe 
noble river she had seen for the first 
time. She was a week with us before 
she and Philip met. He was away in 
the northern part of the State, negotiat­
ing, I believe, the sale of some property 
which he owned there. How well I re­
member the evening that meeting took 
place. I briefly introduced them, and 
with marked embarrassment Philip 
stammered forth the usual conventional 
phrases. But his glance was fastened 
on her face as she stood before him with 
downcast ej’es and a demure smile on 
the full red lips.
Philip’s whole attention was given to 
Gertrude, and whatever powers he pos­
sessed as a conversationalist were ex­
erted, it was evident, to make a favor­
able first impression on my beautiful 
cousin. When he had bidden us good­
night I went-to my own room, and with 
an aching throbbing of my heart I sat 
beside the open window, and tried to 
recall the incidents of the past two 
hours. Was I jealous of Philip Gilbert ? 
hafl he only been courteous to a strang­
er, and that stranger my own cousin ? 
Was this my loyalty to a lover, to nurt­
ure within mj’ breast a woman’s mean 
and pitiful suspicion of his fealty to a 
plighted troth ? And while thinking
thus Gertrude Harland entered the 
room. She seated herself on a low stool 
at my feet, and, crossing her hands on 
mj' knees, she looked up in my face. 
I thought it was in a tone of raillery 
she laughed :
“He is rather a good-looking man, 
your friend, Mr. Gilbert; or shall I call 
him by a dearer name ?” .
" “Most people think Mr. Gilbert a 
very handsome man,” I said quietly.
“But j’ou have not told me, Ma'rj\ 
Perhaps, as those odius politicians 
would saj’, he is still astride the fence, 
’Less than a lover and more than a 
friend.’ The line is very suggestive, 
Marj’, and very tantalizing to a girl 
under certain circumstances.”
“Mr. Gilbert is ray betrothed lover,” 
I answered almost defiantlj-.
“ Whjr, I guessed as much. Yes, as 
j’ou saj’ he is very dandsotne, but jrou 
mustn’t make a hero of your lover for 
all that. It is not good form, Mary, 
and men are so intolerably vain. Well, 
it is a sweet hallucination that lasts the 
lover until he emerges into the hus­
band. ‘No man is a hero to his. valet,’ 
it is said, nor is any man, my Mary, a 
hero to his wife. Did j’ou ever hear 
this story about Sir Walter Scott? 
The gude leddj’ of a Scotch laird once 
visited the great novelist’s wife, and 
sniffed contemptuously at the shabby 
carpet that covered the sitting-room, 
and the wife of the man whom all the 
English-speaking world revered ex­
plained apologetically, ‘I must make 
that foolish Scott write one of his ridic­
ulous love stories to buy me a new car­
pet.’ But, as you say, Mary, your be­
trothed is very handsome, and let me 
congratulate j'ou.”
At an ealier hour than usual Philip 
called the following afterno'on.
“Mary,” he Said, “I ’ve rigged up a 
lug sail in your father’s boat, and it is 
just the pleasantest day imaginable on 
the water.”
While addressing me, I felt his words 
were directly intended for my cousin, 
who the evening before incidentally 
mentioned how delighted she would be 
at a boating excursion on the Hudson. 
She clapped her hands with the pleasure 
of a child, and our preparation being 
quickly made, we went down to the 
river. As we took our places in the 
boat, Philip said :
“The wind is blowing down stream, 
Mary. Suppose we run as far as Spuy- 
ten Duyvil.”
“Oh I what a funny name, Mr. Gil­
bert,” exclaimed Gertrude.
“But you would know the legend 
that gives the creek its name, Miss Har­
land, if you read Washington Irving. 
You see, once upon a time a Dutch 
trumpeter wanting to cross the creek, 
and not being able to find a boat, swore 
he would swim across ‘en spuyt deh 
duj'vil.’ But his Satanic majesty, it is 
alleged, indignant at the challenge, 
when he had him in the middle, caught 
him by the legs .and pulled him to the 
bottom forevermore.”
Almost every afternoon for many 
days afterward found us on the river, 
often lingering in the shadows of the 
Palisades, when darkness had descended 
on the bosom of the waters. And the 
suspicion that Philip’s love was being 
transferred to another, struggle as I 
might against it, daily drew into the 
bitterness of a settled conviction.
The day had been oppressively sul­
try, and portended an approaching 
thunder-storm. To seek relief from an 
achitig head, I threw a shawl around 
my shoulders and left the house. The 
very stillness of the night was painful 
to me, for not a breath of air stirred 
among the foliage of the trees. The full 
moon of the summer night thVew the 
long gaunt shadows of the sycamores 
along the grass, and tbe shadow o f a 
man and woman, too, standing by the 
orchard gate. My heart gave one sud­
den bound, and then it seemed to have 
ceased his beating. My recreant lover 
was standing there, his arms enfolding 
the lithe and graceful form of Gertrude 
Harland. The shimmer of the moon­
light lit up the pale beauty of her face 
as it rested on his breast, and her arm 
coj’ly stole around his neck, as he stop­
ped his head and pressed a kiss of such 
passionate intensity upon her lips as 
mine had never known. I saw no more 
—I remember no more until I found 
mj’self in my own room lying prone 
upon the bed, and fully conscious at 
last of how basely I had been duped.
Presently I heard a knock upon the 
door, and my cousin’s voice calling me 
in accents which seemed to me then as 
if modulated to a laughing mockery. I 
did not answer her, for I dare not trust 
myself to meet her face to face, and
listen to the flippant utterances of a 
woman’s insincerty from lips that bis 
had pressed so lately.
In the lull of the storm at times I 
heard the voices in the room below; 
and then as its violence increased, and 
the rain dashed in fierce and fitful gusts 
agaihts the window panes, I sank in­
to a troubled sleep.
How long I slept I know not, but I 
was awakened by a clamorous knock­
ing at my door and the voice of our old 
gardner calling in terrified tones : “For 
heaven’s sake, Miss Maxwell, open the 
door. The house is on fire, and there 
ain’t a moment to lose, if j’ou would 
escape.”
.“My father,” I gasped, as I reached 
the open a ir; “ where is mj’ father.”
“He was summoned to the bedside 
of some poor fellow who was badly in­
jured by the storm, and he ain’t got 
back y e t ; but I must go now. Miss 
Maxwell, and try and find some help to 
save the house if possible.”
“One word more. Are my cousin 
and our servant safe ?”
“Poor young lady, she was almost 
scared to death. Yes, they are both 
safe; j’ou will find them somewhere 
round.”
As the old man hurriedly left me, a 
sheet of flame leaped from the upper 
windows with an angry roar, and for a 
moment lit the scene round with an 
awful brilliancy, and in that moment I 
saw the white-robed figure of my cousin 
rushing toward me. She clutched mj’ 
dress in both her hands, and, crouching 
at my feet cried o u t:
“Oh, Mary ! Mary ! for the love of 
heaven, try and save him 1”
“Save whom ?” I asked, as I looked 
down on the white, upturned face of the 
girl who had wronged me. “Is there 
any living soul within that burning 
house ?”
“Philip! The storm was so fearful 
your father insisted he should remain 
over night. He is sleeping in the visi­
tors’ room.”
Philip Gilbert, the man your beauty 
lured away from me, sleeping in that 
house? Do you love him. Gertrude 
Harland ?” <•*
“As God will judge me, yes. I know 
we’ve wronged you, Mary ; but on my 
knees, though you never may forgive 
me, I appeal to you to try, and save 
him from this frightful death.”
No, I could'not forgive her, but I 
would try and save his life at the risk 
of my own. I looked round in a wild 
despairing way, but no help was near. 
I remember rushing into that burning 
house and attempting to climb the 
stairs, but the woodwork had already 
taken fire. Tongues of flame coiled 
round the balusters with a crackling 
noise, and the heat and smoke drove 
me back. Again I assayed the forlorn 
hope, and reached the landing above.
I dashed my puny strength against the 
door of Philip’s room with unavailing 
effort, and in the frenzy of despair cal-' 
led out to him by name. Suddenly the 
door was opened, and Philip, half un­
dressed, was standing there, and a sob 
of joy escaped my lips, and, sinking 
in his arms, I remembered no more.
3|e j|C iji s|c
When I returned to a consciousness 
of rational existence, they told me that 
the excitement of that night had super­
induced brain fever, and that the angel 
of death had hovered round my pillow 
for many nights and days. The summer 
was over, and I gained just sufficient 
strength to come down to the sitting- 
room in the evening, where, seated in 
an easy-chair, I sought to forget the 
past in the pages of some favorite book. 
It was thus that Philip Gilbert found 
me one afternoon. I had not seen him 
since the night that he and I so narrow­
ly escaped a .frightful death.
“Mary,” he said, “I ’ve called to 
thank you for the noble heroism 'that 
saved a worthless life.
“That worthless life is yours, Mary. 
Will you forget the past and let me try 
and make your future a happy one.” 
“And what would Gertrude Harland 
say ?”
“She, too, is willing to make the 
sacrifice.” He paused, embarrassed, 
and his face flushed hotly.
“You need go no further, Philip. I 
know the rest. To a sense of duty or 
what men sometimes call honor j’ou 
would sacrifice your love. You would 
give me the hollow mockery of the 
name of wife while your heart was 
given to another, and you would as 
surely regret that heroic act of self-ab­
negation before the honeymoon had 
waned.”
“I would be a faithful husband to 
you, Mary.”
“Even while you loved another?” 
His eyes were turned from my face 
as he enswefed :
“There is a fate in love, Mary.” 
“Philip, here now and forever, this 
subject drops between you and me. We 
can be friends, Philip, for friendship 
may exist betwen a man and a woman, 
although poets and philosophers will not 
let us believe it. And now good-night, 
Philip, and God bless you.”
I am a gray-haired woman now, and 
as I write these lines to-night, a fair­
haired, blue-eyed boy is calmly sleep­
ing on my lap. He is Philip’s child and 
hers. Poor boy 1 he is doubly orphaned, 
for father and mother sleep their last 
long sleep side by • side beneath the 
palm trees of «  Southern land. My 
father is this little Philip’s guardian, 
and if by his own winning, winsome 
ways he had not already stolen into my 
heart, still would I'love him “For the 
old love’s sake.”
Spencer’s Luck.
Ex-Senator Spencer gave me the 
other day the story of his first piece of 
good luck, which illustrates the fact 
that fortune has quite" as much to do 
even with a man’s getting a good start 
in life as mere merit. Spencer says that 
he went to. Des Moines, la., when ho 
was a young fellow, and arrived there 
with just $75 in his pocket. He was 
alone and without friends. He was very 
homesick, and went to bed early to es­
cape the blues. While he was in fed 
he was waked by a conversation in the 
next room. The conversation was on 
such a subject that it attracted his at­
tention immediately. He got up and 
listened at a crack in the thin partition 
between his room and the next, and 
heard the two commissioners who had 
the locating of the capítol of the State 
of Iowa discussing where they would 
placed it. They finally agreed where 
they would go, and then made arrange­
ments to buy a certain tract of land 
adjacent to the location, the onljr part 
that was for sale. Mr. Spencer said 
that he got up very early in the morn­
ing and went to the owner of this piece 
of land. He asked him what he would 
take for it, and he said $1.800 cash 
Spencer said : “Well, I suppose thirty 
days is cash, is it not ? I am here from 
New York, and it will take me about 
that time to get the money:” The man 
said : ‘'Thirty days is good enough, if 
you can pay something down.” So Mr. 
Spencer paid $50 and took a receipt for 
it. An hour later the man wanted to 
back out of the sale, but the receipt 
held it. Spencer sold that piece of land 
so as to clear $2,500 within the next 
ten days. This gave him the first start. 
He went to Nebraska and from that 
State went into the war. While he was 
in Nebraska he lived in a hotel with 
five friends, each of whom afterward 
came to the United States Senate. 
These men where Kellogg, Paddock, 
Hitchcock, Tipton and Saunders.—N. 
Y. World.
A L aw yer Baffled.
Jim McSnifter was being tried in 
San Antonio for trying to bribe a col­
ored witness, Sam Johnsing, to testify 
falsely.
“You say this defendant offered you 
a bribe of $50 to testify in his behalf ?” 
said lawyer Gouge to Sam Johnsing. 
“Y6s, sah.”
“Now repeat precisely what he said, 
using his own words.”
“He said he would get me $50 if I—” 
“He can’t have used those words. 
He didn’t speak as a third person.” 
“No, sah ; he tuck good keer datdar 
was no third person present. Dar was 
only us two. De fendant am too smart 
ter hab anybody listenin’ when he am 
talking about his own reskelity.”
“I know that well enough, but he 
spoke to you in the first person, didn’t 
he ?”
“I was de fustpusson myself.”
“You don’t understand me. When 
he was talking to you did he use the 
words, ‘I will pay you $50 ?’ ”
“No, boss, he didn’t say nuflfln’ about 
you paying me $50. Yere name wasn’t 
mentioned, ’ceptin’ he tole me ef eber I 
got inter a scrape dat you was de best 
lawyer in San Antone to fool de Judge 
and jury.”
“You can step down.’
At the minstrels : Bones—Mr. Mont­
rose, can you tell me why a dude with 
a gum-drop Dcrbjr is like George 
Washington ? Interlocutor—I hardly 
think, Mr. Bones, that your question 
will come within the range of my intel­
lectual powers on this auspicious occa­
sion ? Why is a dude with a gum-drop 
Derby like George Washington ? Bones 
—Because he’s got his little hat yet.
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T he official vote of Maine shows 12,- 
859 majority for Bodwell, Republican, 
over Edwards, Democrat, for Governor, 
and the Prohibition vote scores up 3,- 
872.
T he Phcenixville Messenger, ably 
edited by Brother Robarts, comes out 
square-toed for Everhart for Congress­
man. from the sixth district. That’s 
right.
Messrs. H eebner, of Lansdale, and 
Cunningham, of Pottstown, Republican 
representatives from this county in the 
last Legislature', desire a renomination. 
Their record at Harrisburg is such- as 
to warrant the g. o. p., in giving the 
gentleman what they ask for.
J ames R. L udlow, President Judge 
of Common Please Court, No. 3, Phila­
delphia, died Monday afternoon. He 
was sixty years old, and had served 
nearly thirty years on the bench where 
he displayed much talent and w'on a rep­
utation for honor and integrity second 
to no other Judge in the State.
F. G. Gowen has resigned the presi­
dency of the Philadelphia and Reading 
Railroad Company. He will shortly 
make a statement explaining and de­
fending his policy as president of the 
Reading, and give his reasons for the 
step he now takes. Bat he will never 
tell how a debt of t.wo dollars can be 
fully paid with one hundred cents.
On Monday afternoon the Common 
Council of Philadelphia declared by a 
vote of 49 yeas to 38 nays that “Hon. 
William B. Smith, Mayor of Philadel­
phia, be and is hereby impeached for 
misdemeanor and maladministration in 
office.” This finding was reached after 
a debate of seven hours. Select Coun­
cil will sit in judgment next.
N ot even the most fastidious voter 
can refrain from exercising his prerog­
atives at the polls in November on ac­
count of the scarcity of political par­
ties and tickets. Most everybody can 
squeeze satisfaction out one or the oth­
er of the various issues raised by Re­
publicans, Democrats, Prohibitionists, 
Anti-Saloonists, Greenbakers, Labor 
parties and—Mugwumps.
Ip the delegates to next Tuesday’s 
Republican Convention, Norristown, 
desire to put a strong head to their 
ticket, they will nominate ex-Senator 
Lewis Royer for Senator. That would 
be about as strong a nomination as 
could be made for that office. Dr. 
Royer is popular with the people 
throughout the county, and if nomin­
ated he will be elected.
We are again constrained to compli­
ment the Norristown Times upon the 
superb excellence of its selected poetry. 
There is a slight danger, however, that 
the trifling previousness of the autumn 
poetry published last -week may lead 
some captious folks to imagine that the 
poetic gentleman of the Times’ staff is 
making an effort to hasten the going 
and coming of the seasons. But the 
poetry of the Times is immense, never­
theless.
Charles R. Buckalew’s unanimous 
nomination for Congress by the Elev­
enth Congressional District Democratic 
Conference Monday is an event on 
which citizens of Pennsylvania are to 
be congratulated without regard to 
party. Buckalew is one of the few men 
of public note who are bigger than any 
mere partisan can be, and his return to 
public life is a distinct gain not only to 
his State and his party, but to the coun­
try at large.
Charleston was again shaken Mon­
day night and Tuesday morning, when 
three shocks of earthquakes occurred. 
The houses rattled, uncomfortably. 
There was no general alarm, but a good 
many persons ran out of their houses 
into the streets. The relief committee 
is making considerable headway with 
the arduous work before it. Over 
thirty-five hundred forms of application 
for relief on account of injury by the 
earthquake to houses and other prop­
erty have been issued and nearly seven 
hundred applications fully filled out 
have been received. The committee, 
with the small amount of money at 
their command in comparison with pub­
lic needs, must confine its sphere of 
operations. They propose to deal first 
with cases of widows and orphans who 
have but one house and who are unable 
to make it inhabitable and safe without 
assistance from the committee. When 
this place is provided for the next in 
order will be taken up and disposed of.
Treasurer Smelling, who embezzled 
some two hundred thousand dollars of 
the funds of the Lowell Blanching Com­
pany, at Lowell, Mass., and five or six 
hundred thousand dollars of the funds 
of other concerns with which he was 
connected, pleaded guilty in the Super­
ior Criminal Court at Boston on Mon­
day. Judge Staples, after hearing a 
plea for clemency from Snelling’s coun­
sel, sentenced him to seven years in the 
State prison. He is sixty years old and 
his advanced age and former good 
character were eloquently urged in be­
half of a light sentence, but the Judge 
very properly took the ground that 
this offense was all the greater, because 
he had borne a good character .till well 
advanced in life. It is a great pity 
that the large number of convictions 
within the last few years for the crime 
of embezzlement have failed to decrease 
the number of reputable who use other 
people’s money as though it belonged 
to themselves.
T he Reading Reorganization.
From the Philadelphia Times.
It is now certain that the tedious, 
senseless and costly delay in the reor­
ganization of the Reading corporations 
is pratically at an end. President Gowen 
has simply exhausted his fertile but 
fancy resources, and has finally yielded 
to the inevitable. He had neither plan 
nor money, to accomplish reorganiza­
tion, and he gracefully retired when he 
could neither advance or stand still, 
with the explanation that he had gained 
the new president and prevented fore­
closure, when in point of fact Mr. Cor­
bin, the new prospective president, de­
serted Gowen aud acted with the synd­
icate, months ago, and foreclosure is 
just as certain now as it has been at 
any time in the past. The syndicate 
acted wisely by the enlargement of its 
Board of Reconstruction Trustees. The 
addition of Messrs. Wanamaker and 
Borie, of this city, will give confidence 
to the creditors who have been so per­
sistently told that the syndicate meant 
to swallow them up and blot out claims, 
and the addition of the same gentlemen 
to the voting trust, is a guarantee of 
fidelity in the future direction of the 
new corporation. Mr. Corbin, the new 
President, has been in accord with the 
syndicate for some time, and his selec­
tion means nothing more or less than 
straightforward business railroad meth­
ods, and the end of Mr. Gowen’s in­
sane warfare against rival interests 
which could down him all the time with 
one hand. In short the new organiza­
tion means the climation of Gowen and 
Gowen’s chronic quarrels from the Rea­
ding, without surrendering to anything 
that is inimical to the interests of the 
bankrupt corporations. Notwithstand­
ing President Gowen’s usual positive 
declaration that foreclosure has been 
averted, there is not one chance in a 
thousand that there can be reorganiza­
tion without foreclosure. It is under­
stood that Examiner Pollock will re­
port at once on the foreclosure pro­
ceeding, and that prompt measures will 
be taken to reach foreclosure. Mean-, 
time, alternative propositions will bo 
made, for sixty days, to all the various 
classes of creditors to come in either 
under foreclosure or without foreclos­
ure, and if such an unheard-of thing 
shall happen as the creditors all coming 
in with the syndicate without' fore­
closure, there will be no foreclosure, of 
course; but as that is just about as like­
ly as that the whole Reading property 
will be sunk by an earthquake, fore­
closure will follow and the Reading 
dispute will be settled on the only basis 
within reach of its hapless and hopeless 
creditors.
Manning, W hitney, and Garland.
Fpom the Washington Post.
Whether Secretary Manning will re­
turn to Washington to continue in 
office as Secretary of the Treasury is a 
matter about which there is great doubt. 
Acting Secretary Fairchild hears from 
his chief regularly, and he does not 
know. “I believe,” said Mr. Fairchild 
to a Post reporter yesterday, “that Mr. 
Manning does not know himself. He 
would not think of resigning if he felt 
equal to the demands of the office. But 
it is no slight shock that bis health has 
suffered, and it is a very serious ques­
tion with a man in his condition 
whether he could run the risk of assum­
ing the burdens of the office again. It 
was on the 23d of March he met wit 
that unfortunate accident. That is 
nearly six months ago, and his contin­
ued absence would seem to indicate 
, that he has not completely recovered 
yet. Whatever decision Mr. Manning 
may ultimately reach, he will be led to 
it wholly by considerations of his 
health and his physical ability to do 
justice to himself while continuing in 
office »as Secretary of the Treasury.” 
Secretary Whitney of the Navy is 
spending his vacation at his summer 
residence in Lennox, Mass. He is in 
constant daily communication with the 
department. His correspondence some 
days is quite voluminous. But in none 
of his letters has he yet mentioned the 
date of his return to Washnigton. He 
is expected, however, by the end of the 
monti). Commodore Harmony is Act­
ing Secretary of the Navy in Mr. Whit­
ney’s absence. He took a vacation of 
three weeks at Saratoga, returning 
about the time Mr. Whitney left, only 
to catch a chill on the very day he ar­
rived here. September, he says, is the 
best month in the year to be out of 
Washington. Commodore Harmony 
agrees with Attorney-General Garland. 
Mr. Garland put it on record in his 
testimony before the Telephone Investi­
gation Committee of the House of Re­
presentatives that August and Septem­
ber, in his opinion, were the two best 
mouths to spend out of Washington. 
Attorney-General Garland differs wide­
ly from Secretaay Whitney in the mat­
ter of corresponding with his depart­
ment while he is away on a holiday. 
Since Mr. Garland went away on the 
last da}’ in July only one letter has 
been received from him in Washington, 
and that was received yesterday by 
General Howard, the Attorney-General. 
In his lettter to Gen. Howard Mr. Gar­
land says he will be back to Washing­
ton by the end of the month. Shooting 
does not begin in Arkansas until Sep­
tember, and he is sorry to have to come 
away soon, for he is very fond of shoot­
ing.
He got the Ground Hog but w ill lose 
his Hand.
Bushville, Pa., Sept. 16. — The 
rodent teeth of a woodchuck are very 
long and very sharp, and when they 
close on anything—the nose of a dog, 
for instance — the lock together in a 
peculiar manner. William Jobes of 
this place was out hunting woodchucks 
yesterday. He shot one as it sat sun­
ning itself at the mouth of its burrow. 
The shot tumbled the animal over. 
Jobes picked up what he supposed was 
dead game, but the woodchuck was not 
yet dead. It grabbed the hunter by 
the hand and sent his teeth into it un­
til they met and locked. Jobes tried 
to get the woodchuck loose, but could 
not, and the animal died in that posi­
tion, making the lock still more closely 
set. Jobes was obliged to walk three 
miles before he came to a house, where 
the jaws of the animal were cut and the 
hand released. The hand was fright­
fully lacerated and swollen, and it will 
have to be amputated at the wrist.
Killed by’a Hornet’s Sting.
P otter’s H ill , Pa., Sept. 19.-Hiram 
Gooding was raking buckwheat in a 
field on his farm on Tuesday last. Sud- 
dently his son, who was at work near 
by, saw him fall to the ground as 
though he had been struck with an axe. 
Young Gooding hurried to the spot and 
found his father black in the face and 
frothing at the mouth. He carried him 
to a spring near by, and succeeded in 
restoring him to consciousness, but the 
farmer was blind and unable to help 
himself. He complained of a terrible 
pain in his head. The son found a 
lump at the base of his father’s skull as 
large as his fist. He then remembered 
that there was a hornet’s nest on a tree 
a few feet from where his father had 
been working, and noticed that the 
hornets were flying about the heat in 
an unusual manner. Gooding was car­
ried home and a physician called. The 
physician said the farmer had been 
stung by a hornet, and the sting had 
struck a nerve at the base of the brain. 
Yesterday Gooding became entirely 
paralyzed, and’died in a great agony. 
A similar case is remembered as having 
occurred in this vicinity some years 
ago, when a young man named Yantine 
was the victim. He became blind, and 
was paralyzed for a long time, but 
eventually recovered. Mr. Gooding 
was 60 years old, and one of the richest 
men in the neighboihood.
Snakes Tenant a Man.
THE REMARKABLE SUFFERINGS OF A WIL­
LIAMSPORT CITIZEN.
W illiamsport, Pa. Sept. 18.—About 
three years ago Mr. John Longwell, of 
Charleston, Tioga county, began to fail 
in health. He had always been a 
strong, rugged man, weighing about 
one hundred and eight}' pounds. For 
about two years he kept getting thinner 
and weaker until he weighed but 128 
pounds. During that time he experi­
enced strange sensations in the stom­
ach, as if some living thing had taken 
up its abode there. He felt, or im­
agined that he felt, something moving 
about in his stomach at times. On the 
20th day of September, 1885, this be­
lief was confirmed. At Mr. Longwell’s 
solicitation, and to humor his supposed 
hallucination,Dr. C. W. Webb prepared 
a powerful emetic, having taken which 
Mr. Longwell, after suffering great pain 
and retching violently, emitted from his 
stomach two live snakes, twelve inches 
and fourteen inches in length respec­
tively. An account of the singular oc­
currence was published at the time, 
but the truth was doubted by many 
who did not know Mr. Longwell to be 
a man of unimpeachable veracity. 
About two months subsequently to tie  
vomiting of the snakes Mr. Longwelf 
felt a recurrence of the crawling sensa­
tion in his stomach. Soon after that 
he was taken with fits, during which 
his convulsions were horrible. These 
fits came upon him at intervals of four 
to six weeks, and lasted about an hour. 
He lost his appetite and became very 
thin. A milk diet appeared to agree 
with him better than any other, but he 
could not escape the frequent visita­
tions of agony and convulsions. Three 
weeks ago last Satuiday Mr. Longwell 
had an exceptionally severe fit, which 
nearly cost him his life. At that time 
a ridge was discovered on his stomach, 
and his attendants were convinced that 
another snake was living within him. 
The supposition was well founded, for 
on Thursday afternoon, at about 3 
o’clock, during an attack which caused 
him untold agony, and left him uncon­
scious for upwards of an hour, Mr. 
Longwell ejected a garter snake that 
was eighteen and a half inches long and 
a fraction over one-half inch in diame­
ter. Mrs. Longwell, who was with her 
husband at the time, states that when 
the snake protruded about four inches 
from the sufferer’s mouth it appeared 
to stick fast, although she did not 
recognize it as a snake. Finally the 
entire reptile was ejected, but not be­
fore Mr. Longwell and his agonizing 
convulsions had bitten it almost through 
in th:ee places. Neighbors rushing in 
to assist Mrs. Longwell found the 
snake in the vessel where it had fallen. 
They took it out and washed it. Your 
correspondent saw the snake in Dr. 
Webb’s office to-day, and conversed 
with Mr. and Mrs. Longwell. There is 
not the slightest doubt of the entire 
truthfulness of their statement. It is 
supposed that in drinking from a pool 
three years ago Mr. Longwell swallow­
ed the ovum lrom which the snakes
grow. This is somewhat corroborated 
by the fact that the reptile is evidently 
of about three years’ growth, and about 
one year older than the two the gentle­
man ejected last September. All were 
common garter snakes, a species that 
abounds in this region. Mr. Longwell 
is feeling better since turning out his 
third tenant, but his stomach is very 
sore. He feels a natural solicitude to 
know whether or not he is still a pere­
grinating den of snakes, and is also 
somewhat concerned to know Whether 
the famity that colonized his interior 
department have left progeny to grow 
up and succeed them.
Interesting Paragraphs.
There was a picnic in Miller town­
ship, Ind., the other day, and Aunt 
Susie Grubbs took the prize as the best 
dancer. Aunt Susie is 85 years old.
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Terms reduced. Send for Catalogue.
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Save 5 per cent, and pay your School Tax 
in Lower Providence before October 1st to 
9sep D. M. CASSELBERRY, Collector.
MRS. E. D. LACHMAN, . 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Attends to laying out the dead and shroud 
making. Wax flowers made to order. 16sep
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MY ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING OF 
D R Y  GOODS, Groceries,
W ood ware, W illow  ware.
B oots and Shoes, F ain ts & Oils, &c., &c., &c.
I would call particular attention to my fine stock of CASSIMERE3 <fc SUITINGS, for all sizes and 
ages, rich as well as poor. I can suit you. Will make suits at all prices, or any style and 
any price reasonable, and guarantee satisfaction. My stock of Shoes is large, and 
I can show you a good line of Ladies', Gentlemen's and Children's Shoes.
All I ask of my patrons is to call and examine my Stock, and oblige,
J O S E P H  G .  G O T W A L S ,
Y>YlO'VIXDEISrCE SQ,"CT.AJEt:E STORE.
The four Aeken brothers of Middle­
sex county, New Jersey, are fine men. 
William is 83 years old, six feet three 
inches in highland weighs 250 pounds; 
Henry is 81, six feet four, and weighs 
270 ; Samuel is 79, six feet five, and 
weighs 225 ; Theodore is 78, six feet 
six, and weighs 200 pounds. They are 
in excellent health, and vigorous beyond 
their years.
Mrs. Isaac Hamburger of Cincinnati 
and her two weeks-old baby have both 
been under a doctor’s care. For the 
mother he prescribed morphine and for 
the baby pepsin, both in powders. The 
powders were done up in papers much 
alike, and the nurse carelessly mixed 
them. The result was that the baby 
got the morphine and the mother pep­
sin, and the baby went to sleep and 
never awoke.
Two years ago a young farmer of 
Nottoway county, Ya., fell in love with 
a pretty girl. He was an F. F. Y., she 
a simple village maiden. But she did­
n’t love him, because she loved another, 
and she told him so. At this the feeble 
brain of the young man gave away and 
he was sent to the Eastern Insane 
Asylum at Williamsburgh. Just before 
the day set for the marriage of the girl 
to the man she- loved, he was thrown 
from his horse and instantly killed. 
When the news reached her she became 
a raving maDiac, and she too was re­
cently taken to the asylum, and now 
she and the man who went crazy for 
love of her are under the same robf.
Among the old papers in the County 
Clerk’s office in Freehold, N.' J., is the 
death sentence of a negro named Cae3ar. 
It reads : “Therefore the Court doth 
judge that thou, the said Caesar, shall 
return to the place from whence thou 
earnest, and from thence to the place of 
execution, when thy right hand shall 
be cut off and burned before thine eyes. 
Then thou shall be hanged up by the 
neck till thou art dead, dead ; then thy 
body shall be cut down aud burned to 
ashes in a fire, and so the Lord have 
mercy on thy soul, Caesar.”
Prof. Wiggins, the Canadian prophet, 
predicts a terrible earthquake in the 
Southern States on the 29th inst.
A French quadroon in New Orleans 
named Antonie Lufon is said to be the 
richest colored man in this country. 
His wealth is estimated at over $1,500,- 
000.
A Maine newspaper tells ol a peddler 
that sold a farmer’s wife the familiar 
sign “Ici on parle Francis'(French 
spoken here), assuring her that it was 
the original Latin text “God bless our 
home,” and the good woman proudly 
hung it in the best room.
Dr. Andries estimates that the peril 
from lightning is now from three to 
five fold greater than it was fifty years 
ago, owing to the vastly increased elec­
trical intensity induced by the charg­
ing of the atmosphere with steam and 
smoke at all centres of population.
When the Doxey Music Hall, at An­
dersen, Ind., was opened for the season 
two hundred complimentary tickets 
were distributed by the managers with 
a partiality that angered the citizens 
and the newspapers, and the result is a 
baycott on the hall, which is proving 
very effective.
H. L. Clark, of Higganum, Conn., 
brags because one of bis ducks has laid 
160 eggs this season, which is four 
times the yield of the average duck. 
What is more, from one of those 160 
eggs was hatched a four-legged duck­
ling that still lives and walks, using all 
of its legs, as if that was the proper 
thing for young ducks.
A silver dollar was received at th« 
Boston sub-Treasury recently thai evi­
dently got there by mistake, for some 
skillful worker in metals had hollowed 
out the centre so that it could hold the 
photograph of a child, while the face of 
the coin formed a cover, fastened by 
hinges and clasp. So excellent was the 
work that the changes in the piece 
would not be detected at a casual 
glance.
A professional safe burglar told a 
Pittsburgh reporter that when artists 
in his profession were working at a 
safe they often used a screen of canvas 
and stiff wire painted in close imitation 
of the safe they were working on. This 
they stood in frout of the safe and 
worked behind ir., and when the watch­
man looked to see if the safe was safe, 
he saw only the screen which in the 
night looked like the real thing.
Blue fish have been scarce this sea­
son off the Long Island coast, and few 
have entered the Great South Bay, but 
last week they arrived in force, small 
but numerous. Three rods in one boat 
from Sayville took 156 fish, weighing 
from to 2  ^ pounds each, in one tide, 
in the west channel of the bay. There 
is, of course, no fun in trolling for fish 
of that size, but with rod and reel they 
afford very lively sport.
It is told in Boston that after a 
most excellent young woman had talk­
ed earnestly to her Sunday school 
class for ten minutes one of the boys, 
who had been gazing into her face with 
the utmost attention, broke out with : 
“Say, teacher, you hain’t moved your 
upper jaw since you ben talking,”
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Ro lle r M ills  !
CAPACITY : 300 BUSHELS OF WHEAT, 100 
BUSHELS OF RYE, AND 50 BARRELS 
OF FLOUR DAILY.
Wheat and Rye Wanted !
For which I will pay highest prices in cash, and 
still higher if taken out in trade.
FO R S A L i:
R O L L E R  F L O U R ,
R Y E  F L O U R ,  
GRAIN, F EE D , OF A L L  KINDS.
Seed Wheat at reasonable prices. Timothy 
and Clover Seed. Also TRINLEY’S 
and the BUFFALO
F E R T I L I Z E R S !
- B R  A L T -
By the car load close to cost. 
MIDDLINGS retail at car-load 
prices. Wheat grists ground by the old 
process or exchanged for Roller Flour. Chop­
ping done, etc.
IP A IS T , CollepTie, Penaa.
JO SE P H  S T O N E , 
C A R P E T  W E A V E R
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet ior 
sale at reasonable prices.
F r u i t  J a r s  j
F  ru it J ars j
pints, quarts, 1-2  gal. &c.
We have porcelain lined top; glass top;
I and we have what they call the lightning 
jars—three kinds.
Tumblers lor jellies• the regular jelly 
cups, with tops (with tops)—in abun- 
I dance. Remember this.
•  .Porcelain lined boilers for stewing 
fruits and for preparing fruits ior cann­
ing. They are better and much cheaper 
than the old copper boilers.
If you want a pump we can sell you 
one as cheap as anybody else.
For Builders: Fresh stock of Cement, 
Calcine plaster, &c., on hand.
We are offering a special bargain in
Men’s fine Stas
laced or congress—for $2.'00; usual price 
$2.50. They ought to go off our hands 
iike hot cakes. We think they will.
(1. F. Hunsicker,
RAHNS STATION, TA.
THIRTY YEARS A  DETECTIVE
' BY ALLAN PINKERTON.
Containing a thorough and comprehensive exposS 
of Criminal Practices of all Grades and Classes, 
with Numerous Episodes of Personal Experience 
In the Detection of Criminals, covering a
Serlod of T hirty  "Years Active Detective life and embracing man7 intensely interesting and thrilling Detective Sketches. f
An entirely new book, profusely illustrated, 
and with Portrait of the Great Detective.
WAGENTS WANTED!
In every town there are numbers of people who 
will he glad to get this bonk. It sells to Mer­
chants, Mechanics, Farmers aud Professional men. 
Thus every Aceut can pick out fifty or more in 
<x town to whom he can feel sure .of selling it to.
Wo want One Agent in every township, or 
county. t S “Any person, with this book, can 
become a successful Agent. For full particulars 
and terms to dlienU, address ■ ' '
G. W. GARLETO N & CO., Publishers, New York,
J^ TRS. S. L. PUGH.
TRAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making
&c.
r  COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE, tf
CULBERTS DIARRIHEA MIXTURE HILBERTS CREAM OF CAMPHOR
Will cure Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus Will relieve Sunburn, Freckles, Tan, and banish 
&c., &e. mosquietoes, &c.
We Sell YEAST CAKES for baking, that will keep until used.
PURE DRUGS AND SPICES A SPECIALTY.
Joseph W . Culbert, D ruggist.
This is one of the very best 
Corsets in the market and 
can be returned after 
three weeks wear­
ing, if not found 
perfectly sat­
isfactory.
::: SOLD A T  :::
F E N T O N ’ S  !
—AND ALSO THE CELEBRATED—
An elegent Boys' Boot for $2. Men's from 2.45 to 
3.75. Good solid shoe for boys only $1.25, aud 
a beautiful button shoe for girls only $1.30. 
Very large stock of Ladies and Misses fine 
shoes made by Geo. W. Orr & Co., in the 
latest styles—every pair warranted to 
give Satisfaction. All Sizes of
Rubber & Gum B oots
On Hand. Just Received attractive assortment of
PARLOR & HAND LAMPS !
—Also a Full Line of—
G i X J E E l S r S W - i L E l E ,
Direct from Potteries. Fall and Winter opening 
of Ladies, Gents' and Children's
T T N D E R W E A R  V I  U AND HOSIER 1 !
Large stock of ready made clothing. Good warm 
coat for $3.50. Mens all wool pants $3. In the 
heighth of fashion with men’s and boys’ fine 
stiff hats; good warm cap for 35 cts. Lot of 
old style hats for every day wear from 10c. 
to 50c. A fine Laundried shirt 75 cents— 
cheap. JOB LOT OF COLORED
BED BLM KETS !
only 80 cents per pair, very cheap. Horse Blank- 
kets from 75e up. Finest quilting cotton 16c 
per lb. Remnants of good Calico from 5 to 
30 yards only 5c per yard. Beautiiul black 
wool Cashmere only 47c per yard. Fine 
line of Cloths and Cassimeres. Heavy 
Canton Flannel only 10 cents per yd.
ALL SIZES OF GLA83 ON HAND AND ANY 
SIZE CUT TO ORDER.
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISH &c.,
Fresh Cement and Calcemine Plaster. Full line 
of hardware, drugs, Oil Cloths, 
wooden and tinware.
CHOICE GROCERIES !
At Rock Bottom Prices. Extra Fat Fish 15 lbs. 
in a bucket, only 95 cts.
Highest prices paid for country produce in 
. exchange, at
C ollegeville, P a .
FIFTEEN BASQUE AND 
SKIRT MAKERS 
-Wanted Immediately at-
H 0W ARD LEOPOLD’S.
Owing to the unprecedented increase in orders 
for suits both in onr town and vicinity, as well 
as from hundreds of consumers scattered over 
the U. S., we need more good hands at once. 
The eighty-seven now at work not being able- to 
keep up with the demand for our suits, having 
continually about two hundred orders on hand 
to be made up.
The following letters and extracts, of which 
we might publish a thousand, every one written 
without our solicitation, indicate why our work 
is so rapidly increasing. We give you a few, of 
course omitting the names of the writers :—
Lititz, Pa.
Mr. H: Leopold : My dress came last week 
and I am delighted with it. It is perfectly com 
fortable, and is made just the way I wished it to 
be, but I thought I wouldn't say anything, and 
trust to your judgement. I am very much pleas­
ed with my coat also. Yours, truly.
Blairstown, N. J.
Mr . Howard Leopold: I wanted to write to 
you immediately on receipt of my dresses, to ex­
press my unbounded satisfaction, pleasure and 
admiration: 1 am perfectly satisfied with them 
in every respect and perhaps it may be pleasant 
and gratifying to yoy. to know that every one 
who sees them is as much delighted as I am. I 
shall not be surprised if you receive orders and 
new customers growing out of the very enthusi­
astic and real admiration my dresses have in 
spired. Your address has been asked for by a 
number of my friends already’, and I am pleased 
to give it, and to express at the same time my 
recommendation in highest terms.’ Yours, very 
truly ■■ — ■—
W ashington, D. C.
Howard Leopold  ^Esq., Dear Sir : The suit 
received,you certainly have spared no expense in 
quality of material or work. The suit is beauti­
fully finished and a credit to your establishment.
Yours, truly. -------
Glen Cove, L I.
Mr . H. Leopold: My dress and coat arrived 
safely and lam  much pleased with them. Yours,
truly. ---- —
| New H aven, Conn .
Mr. H. Leopold : The dress is very pretty 
and satisfactory. Respectfully.
Northampton, Mass.
Mr. Howard Leopold : My dress arrived 
safely and I find it very satisfactory.
Q P E C IA L  NOTICE.
The undersigned desires to inform the pub­
lic that he is prepared to furnish and apply the 
BEST FIRE-PROOF ROOFING PAINT made 
for eithe» shingle or tin roofs. Why pay 3 cents 
per foot for having your roofs painted, when 
you can have it done for from to one cent 
per foot ? Why ? Satisfaction guaranteed. Call 




TRAPPE, PA. In full operation. First-class 
products for sale, wholesale and retail.
A. D. WAGONER, Proprietor.
jgSTATE NOTICE i
Estate of Garret Stauffer, late of Perkiomen 
township, deceased. Letters of Administration 
on the above Estate having been granted to the 
undersigned all jtersons indebted to said Estate 
are requested to make immediate payment, and 
those having legal claims to present the same 
without delay to
JOHN G. STAUFFER, Administrator, 
Jy.29-6t Ironbridge, P. O., Pa.
USTATE NOTICE !
Estate of BENJAMIN DETWILER, late of 
Upper Providence township, Montgomery county, 
deceased. Letters of Administration on the 
above Estate having been granted to the under­
signed, all persons indebted to said Estate are 
requested to make immediate payment, and 
those having legal claims to present the same 
without delay to J. 8CHRACK SHEARER, 
19au6t Admiu’r, Oaks, Montg, Co., Pa,
j^ nmrri—
Providence Independent.
Thursday, September 23, 1886. 
TERMS:-—$1.86 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
This paper has a larger circulation 
in this section o f the county than any 
other ppper published. As an adver­
tising medium the uIndependent" ranks 
among the most desirable papers, having 
a large and steadily increasing circula 
tion in various localities throughout the 
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub­
lisher to make the “ Independent" one of 
the best local and general newspapers 
•in the county, or anywhere else, and to 
this end we invite correspondence from  
every section.
«  PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously 
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as 
follows :
FOR PH IL A D E L PH IA  A N D  PO INTS SOUTH.
Milk..................... .....................^..........6.47 a. m.
Accommodation....................................8.07 a. m.
Market................................................. 1.20 p. m.
Accomodation...................................... 4.34 p. m.
FOR ALLENTO W N A N D  PO IN TS NO RTH  A N D  W EST.
M ail............... .................................... 7.17 a. m.
Accomodation........................... ...........0.14 a. m.
M arket.............................................. 3.13 p. m.
Accommodation.................................. 0.46 p. m.
SU NDA YS— SOUTH.
jfllfc, .............................................. 6.56 a. m.
Accomodation................... -..................6.49 p. m.
N O R T H .
Accommodation................................  10.3 a. m.
Milk..................................................... .5.41 p. m.
I f f f ’All communications, business or 
otherwise, transmitted to us through the 
mails, to receive immediate attention, 
must be directed to Collegeville, P. O., 
hereafter.
Home F lashes and Stray Sparks 
From Abroad.
—September ’86 seems determined 
to give us an interesting assortment of 
weather.
—The Evansburg “detective” at­
tended the reunion in the almshouse 
grove Saturday. Fortunately his ser­
vices were not demanded.
—The peregrinating cow owned by 
the jolly Mayor of Evansburg follows 
her vocation without interruption. As 
the butchers deal only in steers it is 
not likely that anybody will succeed in 
working the game of “mysteriously 
disappeared.”
—A clergyman was telling a marvel­
ous story, when his little girl said : 
“Now, pa, is that true, or is it only 
preaching ?”—N. Y. Independent.
—Harry Bean, of near Valley Forge, 
has just closed a contract with a Phila­
delphia party to furnish them with 
35,000 tons of broken stone for build­
ing Telford roads.
—Miss Flora Lachman, proprietress 
of the Collegeville Millinery will make 
a seasonable announcement next week. 
Miss Lachman has business tact and 
knows what the ladies need to have to 
look just handsome.
—“If you can’t keep awake,” said a 
parson to one of his hearers, “ when 
3’ou are drowsy, why don’t you snuff?” 
“I think,” was the shrewd reply, “the 
snuff should be put into the sermon.”
—A jury consisting of Hiram C. 
Hoover, A. W. Shearer, John McLean, 
Alfred Pawling, Henry Baker and 
John S. Harding, will meet on the 30th 
inst. to view and lay out a road near 
Shrawder’s mill in Lower Providence 
township.
—Our Trappe correspondent com­
municates the startling intelligence 
that quite a number of young folks 
a'bout Trappe appeared to be sleepy 
Sunday. We infer that he belonged to 
the number. That correspondent of 
ours is a great boy.
—H. B. Wonsetler, who has been en­
gaged for some time at the Lower 
Providence creamery, has purchased 
the French Creek Creamery, Chester 
county, and will begin operating the 
same about the first of next month. 
Mr. Wonsetler is a tried and true hand 
at the business and ought to succeed. 
We trust he will.
—The paper, “Objective History,” 
read by Prof. Weinberger, of this place, 
before the Inter-county Historical 
Meeting held at Ambler some time ago, 
is published on the first page of this 
issue. It is well worth reading.
—NeWton R. Honsicker, one of the 
lessees of Prospect Terrace—the popu­
lar summer resort—this place, is ser­
iously ill with typhoid fever. His 
numerous friends hope that he may re­
cover.
—The Chestnut Hall Literary So­
ciety, Trappe, will meet next Saturday 
evening. The program promised is a 
good one, and will include a lively de­
bate. The boj’s will wrestle with : 
“Resolved that war is a curse to any 
country.” -
— The number of public school 
teachers employed within this county 
for the present term is four hundred 
and two, or eight more than the num­
ber Of last year.
—On Wednesday afternoon while 
Richard Bolton, of Perkiomenville, 
was driving below Rahn’s station his 
horse was frightened by the cars and 
the wagon was upset. The harness and 
wagpn were slightly damaged, but Mr. 
Bolton fell under the wreck and was 
painfully injured in a leg and shoulder.
—Bro. Robarts is taking quite an in­
terest in Aleck McClure of the Phila­
delphia Times, and Brother Guss is 
willing to swear by a prohibition song 
book that boss Freed is liberal with his 
money. J ust so.
—Communion services in Augustus 
Lutheran church, Trappe, next Sunday, 
10 a. m. Preparatory services Satur­
day at 2 p. m.
—Doe. Robinson, of the Hatboro 
Spirit, has gone to Europe. If he will 
stay there hardly anybody will cry.
—Norristown, with at least a popu­
lation of 17,000, has contributed $126 
and some cents in aid of the Charleston 
poor. The next thing we shall hear of 
will be that the citizens of the Hub are 
bankrupt by reason of their munificent 
liberality. It is well enough to be 
liberal, but not too liberal.
—J. H. G. Bradford, proprietor of 
the marble yard, this place, is prepared 
to execute all orders entrusted to his 
care promptly and well.
—The Recorder is authority for the 
statement that Conshoboeken is a very 
wicked place. How dare you make an 
assertion like that, Bro. Evans ? Add 
another thousand to your life insurance 
policy.
REFORMED CHURCH, TRAPPE.
The Holy Communion will be cele­
brated next Sunday morning. This 
will be the last service of Mr. Spang­
ler’s pastorate.
Sunday school praise service next 
Sunday evening at 7 o’clock.
The first meeting for the season of 
the Y. P. A. this (Thursday) evening 
at 7.30. The payment of annual dues 
and election of officers will constitute a 
part of the program of the evening.
A Price Fixed.
The stockholders of the Royersford 
Bridge Company held a special meet­
ing on Saturday afternoon last, to con­
sider the matter of selling their bridge 
to the counties. A price was agreed 
upon, exclusive of the real estate, and 
a committee of four appointed to wait 
on the County Commissioners. The 
committee are John Morey, Sr., Henry 
S. Hallman, Henry S. Stoll and Dr. J. 
War^pn Royer.
V a lley  Forge.
It may be of interest to the members 
of the P. O. S. of A., hereabouts, to 
learn that thè Valley Forge demon­
stration (for the purpose of raising 
funds to help pay the debt resting on 
the historic grounds) of the Lebanon 
county camps at Mount Gretna on Sep­
tember 29th, promises to be a grand 
affair. All the camps in Lebanon 
county will attend in a body, while 
large delegations from Berks, Schuyl­
kill counties have reported to the com­
mittee their intention to be present, 
and members of the order from Norris­
town will probably participate. It is 
expected that several thousand mem­
bers of the order will be in attendance.
Death of W arren Grater.
Warren Grater died at his residence, 
near this place, last Saturday evening, 
aged 45 years. Mr.- Grater had been 
in failing health for some time, yet the 
news of his death came unexpected to 
many of his friends. The deceased 
leaves a wife and three children. His 
father, Isaac Grater, of Grater’s Ford, 
and his brother Abram Grater, of the 
same place, also survive him. In pass­
ing away from the troubles and cares 
of life Warren Grater has left numerous 
friends who will bear cheerful testi­
mony to his kindness of heart, to his 
honest purposes and to his good quali­
ties in general as a neighbor and citi­
zen. The funeral will be held to-day 
at 10 a. m. Interment in St. Luke’s 
church cemetery, Trappe.
Crystal Wedding.
Wednesday evening, last week, quite 
a number of neighbors, relatives and 
friends, called upon Auctioneer J. G. 
Fetterolf and wife, this township, to 
remind them (if they were unmindful 
of the fact) that they had enjoyed 
matrimonial bliss, together with the 
ups and downs of matrimony, for one- 
fifth of a century, and that a crystal 
wedding was in order. The popular 
auctioneer and his better half sized up 
to the importance of the occasion and 
aided their kind friends in making the 
event a success. Parties were present 
from Manayunk, Philadelphia-, and 
other places, and the affair throughout 
was a very pleasant one. May the 
auctioneer and his good wife live to 
celebrate their diamond wedding. In 
the meantime may their joys be many 
and their troubles light
Barns Burned.
Our Trappe correspondent furnishes 
the information that on Sunday morn­
ing last the barn on the premises of 
Mr. Daniel Yerk, of near Trappe, was 
destroyed by fire. The fire originated 
in the hay7 mow, but was not perceived 
until the smoke escaped through the 
roof. The stock, and a few wagons and 
farm implements were saved. The 
crops, carriage, wagon, mowing ma­
chine, etc., were entirely consumed. 
The rumor is current that a tramp was 
seen going from the barn shortly before 
the fire. The building was insured. 
The barn burned Sunday was the 
second consumed on the same pre­
mises, the first having been struck 
by lightning about a dozen years ago.
The barn on the farm of Daniel O. 
Hitner, in Plymouth township, a short 
distance from the Seven Stars Hotel, 
was totally destroyed by fire Monday 
afternoon, last week. The farm is oc- 
cupid by John Davis. The crop of 
hay, oats and straw, the farming imple­
ments and a calf were burned. The 
origin of the fire is a mystery.
A destructive fire occurred on the 
premises of Wm. Jarrett, Horsham 
township, early last Saturday morning. 
The farm is tenanted by Chas. Dager, 
who was attending a Philadelphia 
market at the time of the fire, the 
origin of which is not known. Only a 
short time elapsed before the structure 
was in ruins. The crops, farm ma­
chinery and other articles were con­
sumed. Five cows and two horses 
perished in the flames.
Meeting of Philadelphia Classis.
There will be a special of Philadel­
phia Classis of the Reformed Church, 
in St. John’s Reformed Church, Phce- 
nixville, on Tuesday, September 28, at 
3 o ’clock p. m.
1. To hear and act upon the report 
of the Executive Committee of Mis­
sions on the Reconstruction of pastoral 
charges in the Schuylkill valley.
2. To dissolve the pastoral relation 
between Rev. C W. Levan and the 
eastern shore of Maryland charge, dis­
miss him to East Penna. Classis and to 
provide for the charge.
3. To dissolve the pastoral relation 
between Rev. H. T. Spangler and S t  
Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Pa.
4. To dismiss the licentiate, Henry 
A. Bomberger, and Mr. Silas L. Mes- 
singer.
5. To consider the question of dis­
missing Rev. M. S. Rowland to Pres­
bytery of Monmouth, and if in order, 
to dismiss him.
riages in the city, and for the month 
ending September 15th there were 323 
marriages in Camden. This is con­
trary to the ordinary rule, which shows 
the number of births to be in excess of 
the number of deaths, and the number 
of marriages to be less than half the 
number of deaths.
From an Aggravated Correspondent.
There dwells somewhere In Limerick town­
ship, on the road leading from St. Luke’s church 
(more familiarly known as Limerick church) to 
Limerick Station, a man who is the very personi­
fication of baseness and ingratitude. When a 
man refuses to tell a party of belated travelers 
the road home, it shows that he has reached a 
depth of meanness that should make a decent 
man shudder. The incivility (but incivility 
hardly expresses it) is rendered ten times more 
atrocious when we remember that the party had, 
by mistake, on account of the darkness, gotten 
on the wrong road and could not ascertain from 
the guide-posts where they were. So in order to 
find out. two of the party went to a house and 
inquired. In answer to a gentle wrap they
FOR SALE I
A first-class Lot Wagon, with tongue and 
shafts, for one or two horses. It is as good as 
new and will be sold cheap. Apply to
-JOS. C. HUNSICKER, Ironbridge, Pa.
X p O R  SALE !
Good seed wheat and rye. A pply to
F. M. HILTEBEITEL, 
Half-way between Limerick Square and 
Sehwenksville. 16sep3t
pOR SALE.
Seed wheat and rye by
26au FRANCIS ZOLLERS, Trappe, Pa.
X p O R  SALE I
A good brown horse ; excellent tread-power 
home ; works anywhere. Will be sold cheap. 
Apply to F. M. HILTEBEITEL,
Half-way between Limerick Square and 
Schwenksyillc. 16sep5t
pUBLIC SALE OF
In Aid of Charleston Poor.
The Freeland Sunday school of this 
place has arranged to hold a special 
service in aid of the poor and needy of 
Charleston, S. C., who have so recently 
lost their all, through the dreadful 
earthquake. The service will take the 
place of the regular Sunday school 
session on next Sunday, the 26th inst. 
Regular services begin at 8.30 a. m. 
Special, at 9.15. Several short ad­
dresses suitable to the occasion will be 
delivered, and members and friends of 
the school and community will be given 
an opportunity to show their practical 
sympathy for the stricken people of 
Charleston. A collection will be lifted, 
the proceeds of which will be sent to 
the Mayor of that city. All persons 
who feel it a duty, as well as a privi­
lege, to aid the suffering, are requested 
to attend. If this is impossible, let 
them send their contributions by a 
member of the school or send direct to 
the treasurer of the school, Mr. Frank 
M. Hobson. If any should prefer they, 
may leave their contributions with the 
editor of this paper, who will hand the 
same over to the treasurer and see that 
the donors receive proper Credit. Let 
the neighborhood and community make 
up such a sum as may be -to the credit 
of our town and its liberal minded 
citizens.
Reunion and Festival.
The reunion of Prof. Markley’s sing­
ing classes in the almshouse grove last 
Saturday was a success throughout. 
The number of persons present during 
the day and evening is variously esti­
mated at from one to two thousand. 
The members of the different schools 
met at Gross’ Hall, this place, Satur­
day morning, and following the lead of 
the Ironbridge band, which furnished 
good music, proceeded to the grove, 
where the program of the day was soon 
inaugurated. A variety of music was 
furnished during the day, vocal music 
by the classes—and the singers did 
well—and instrumental music by the 
Ironbridge band and the Collegeville 
orchestra. The program included din­
ner for all the singers, musicians and 
invited guests, and about noontime a 
vigorous raid was made upon the good 
things provided. Among the invited 
guests was Bro. O. K. Robarts, of the 
Phoenixville Messenger, whose presence 
it is said added eclat and dignity to the 
dinner party, which we accept as a fact. 
We expected to hear him “give us a 
tune” during the afternoon, but he had 
quit the woods when we arrived. Dur­
ing the afternoon n . W. Kratz, Esq., 
of Trappe, an ex-singing school master, 
favored the vocalists, musicians and 
.others with an excellent speech, which 
indicated very careful preparation. The 
’Squire showed the importance of vocal 
music as a prominent factor in the 
church, Sunday school and in social 
life generally, and the imperative neces­
sity of training the young in the art 
and science o f music, so that as the 
older singers step from the active arena 
of song others will be able to fill their 
places. He congratulated the members 
of the classes upon the success thus 
far attending their efforts, and urged 
them to persist in their efforts to gain 
a thorough knowledge of music, not 
simply to be secured as an accomplish­
ment, but to be directed in a line of 
usefulness to themselves and others. 
The ’Squire’s remarks were level­
headed, and could not fail to favorably 
impress all who heard the address. A 
bass solo by Rev. H. A. Bomberger, 
was very well rendered and received 
hearty applause. Mr. Bomberger is 
recognized as the leading basso of this 
section of the county. The festival in 
the evening was well attended and 
good order prevailed. The reunion 
was a success, and all who took part in 
it, including Prof. Markley, of course, 
deserve three rousing cheers.
Numerous Evasions.
The marriage law enacted by the last 
Legislature is regarded by most sober 
minded people as a wise and rational 
statute. Yet the law is not respected 
as it should be, and the number of 
evasions show to a startling degree 
the irrespect manifested by young per­
sons starting on their matrimonial voy­
ages, to a law they should honor and 
obey, for the reason that it was framed 
for the benefit of the very -ones who 
now seek to évadé it, as well as for the 
general good. It is well that the 
sacredness of the marriage vow should 
be. rigidly guarded, and no silly con­
ceits and presumptions should keep 
level-headed young men and maidens 
from walking right straight on the line 
indicated by right and by law. To be 
ashamed to act in accordance with the 
laws of our own State is an indication 
that there is something rotten some­
where. In support of what we have 
said it is only necessary to refer to the 
rapid increase of weddings in Camden, 
New Jersey. Before the act went into 
effect the average number of weddings 
in Camden was 30 to 40 per month, 
while the present average is from 250 
to 275, so that now there are more 
marriages reported than births and 
deaths combined. During July there 
were 90 deaths, 62 births, and 280 mar-
heard a very loud whisper : “John ! John I Is 
the door locked ?” When asked just to tell the, 
road, if they did not want to open the door, the 
answer was a heavy missile of some kind—a 
brick, stone, pig-iron, or something like it. 
When again kindly asked, a sleepy-headed man 
with no more civility than an East India monkey, 
began to blurt out something like this : “If you 
don’t git out of this, I shows you the road.” 
After this frantic effort to move his terror- 
stricken jaw, he began to bustle his feir-para- 
lyzed bones for a hand-to-hand conflict with two 
inoffensive beings. But, like a brave man, he 
all the time kept a locked door between himself 
and the inoffensive beings in the yard. Had all 
the occupants of the house been women, noth­
ing would have been thought of the procedure ; 
but for an able-bodied man to act thus, is, in­
deed, beyond the comprehension of an ordinary 
person. It shows that he must have had. a pro­
found notion of his use on earth, because he was 
afraid of being hurt that he uttered only a few 
words—and these were words that a man with 
sense would not have spoken. It matters not 
whether fear or incivility prompted such actions; 
for they were as utterly base and despicable as 
they were indecent and detestable. Men who 
act thus have no common sense, and have in its 
place a very large amount of ill-manners and 
poor behavior. Let such men remember that 
they may sometime be placed in a like condi­
tion ; they may sometime need such help. Per­
haps after such cogitation, they can get their 
dull brains awakened to the fact that such act­
ions are consummately cowardly and nefariously 
ingracious. Oliver Optic .
Philadelphia Produce Market. 
Flour.
FRESH COWS.
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY, 
SEPTEM. 27, ’86, at Perkioraen Bridge Hotel, 
|80 Head ofFresh Cows with calves,direct 
jQ J^ iro m  York county. Good judgment was 
exercised in the selection of this stock, and it 
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend 
sale. Sale at 10 o’clock, a. m. sharp. Conditions 
by H.H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf,auct I. H. Johnson, clerk.
DUBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS
Will be sold at Public Sale on TUESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 28, ’86, at Srnoyer’s Hotel, Trappe, 
Head of Fresh Cows, from Western 
-^^¿^Pennsylvania. They are a lot of extra 
heavy Cows, fine baggers and extra milkers. 
Sale at 9 o’clock, a. m. Conditions by
J. S. FREDERICK.
J. G. Fettcrol f,auct. C.U. Bean,clerk.
PUBLIC SALE 9FEXTRA HEAVY
ERESH COWS !
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY, 
SEPT. 23, ’86, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe, 20 
Head of Fresh Cows. From Lancaster 
Jg^lLLCounty ; heavy, excellent baggers and 
milkers. They are a very fine lot of cows 
to select from and farmers and dairymen are re­
spectfully invited to attend this sale, as I have 
the stock to give satisfaction and will sell them 
without reserve. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions 
by NELSON O. NAILLE.
D. McFeat ,auc t . J . Casselber ry, clerk.
p U B L IC  SALE OF
FRESH COWS.
Pennsylvania Extra Family 3 75 @ 4 00
Rye Flour 3 25 @ 3 30
GRAIN.
Red Wheat 83 @ 87





Mess Pork . 11 50 @12 00
Mess Beef 7 00 @ 9 00
Dried Beef 15 00 @16 00 •
Beef Hams 23 00 -
Hams 13 @ 14}*
Sides 7%@ . 8
Shoulders ® 7 M
Pickeled Shoulders 7 M
Lard 7 @ S’*
Philadelphia Hay Market.
Philadelphia, Sept. 17,1886.
During the week ending with the above date 
there were received at the Farmers’ Hay and 
Straw Market 110 loads of hay and 35 of straw, 
which were sold at the following prices :
Prime Timothy Hay per 100 pounds 70@ 80
Mixed “ “ 60@ 70
Straw “ 70@ 75
Philadelphia Cattle Market.
The receipts were beeves, 2,800; sheep, 
15,000 hogs 4,800.
Beef Cattle were demoralized at 3a5J*c.
Fat cows were fair at 2@3}*c.
Milch cows were fair at $30@$65.
Sheep were in full supply at 2@4|*c.
Hogs were in firm request at 6%@7}*c.
UBLIC AUCTION OF
STORE GOODS !
Will be sold at public auction, on WEDNES­
DAY AFTERNOON and EVENING, OCTO­
BER 6, ’86, at G. F. Hunsicker’s Store*, Iron- 
bridge, a large variety of calicoes, delaines, 
cassimeres, cottonades, ready-made pants, hats 
and caps, boots and shoes, underwear—red, 
white and mixed—for men and children. No­
tions, handkerchiefs, hosiery for ladies, children 
and men, gents’ neckwear, suspenders, sheep­
skin, wool and buckskin gloves, all sizes ; win­
dow shades, blankets, &c. Queensware, lamps, 
glassware in sets, hanging lamps, &c., <fec., &c. 
Sale at 1 and 7 o’clock, p. m.. Conditions by 
G. F. HUNSICKER:
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. 23sep
UBLIC SALE OF
REAL ESTATE !
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY, 
OCTOBER 16, ’86, a farm of 55 acres, situated 
in Skippack township, Montgomery county, 
about two miles east of Collegeville and one 
mile northeast of Evansburg, and bounded by 
lands of Jacob Buckwalter, John Alderfer, and 
a public road leading from Evansburg to Skip- 
packville. The improvements consist ot a large 
Stone L House, with three rooms and kitchen 
on the first floor, and four rooms on 
[ second floor. Large Stone Barn with 
Lstraw House attached, stabling for 4 
ihorses and 12 cows; large wagon house, 
corn crib, hay stable, and all other necessary 
outbuildings, all in good repair. There are also 
two springs and a well of water near the build­
ings ; about 3 acres of meadow and 8% acres of 
good timber land. There is also a fine variety 
of fruit trees on the premises. Also at the same 
time and place will be sold 1500 sheaves of 
wheat, and corn by the shock. Sale to com­
mence at 1 o’clock, p. m., when conditions will 
be made known by the ■* HEIRS
Of Philip Wanner, dec’d. 
S. R. Shupe, auct. 23sep
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY, 
SEPT. 23, ’86 at Reiff’s Hotel, Rahn Station, 
20 Head of Fresh Cows, from Lebanon county. 
This is the best lot of cows I ever brought to 
Montgomery county. They are of splendid 
shape, good size, excellent baggers and milkers. 
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
HENRY BERNTHEISLER.
L. H.Ingram,auct. I .H. J  oh neon, clerk.
p U B L I C  SALE OF
Real Estate ani Persoaal Proprty
The subscriber will sell at public sale, on 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, ’86, his Real Estate 
and Personal Property : The real estate consists 
of SEVEN ACRES of land, more or less, with 
improvements, located in Perkiomen township, 
Montgomery county, on road leading from 
Trappe to Grater’s Ford, midway between said 
places, bounded by lands of Michael Sherrick, 
Samuel Poley, and Enos Detwiler. The improve­
ments consist of a Frame House 18x32 feet, in 
good repair, with 2 rooms on first floor, 4 rooms 
on second, garret, cellar kiechen and cellar ; 
well of water near the door. Frame Barn, stab­
ling for two cows and one horse ; all necessary 
outbuildings. There are quite a variety 
SViiBB of fruit trees, grape vines, &c., in prime 
lil iB L o f  bearing. The land is in an excellent 
EiH683stg.tp. of cultivation ; running water 
elose by. This is a desirable home, well located 
in a good neighborhood, and is well worth the 
attention of anyone wishing a property of this 
kind. Those wishing to view the premises prior 
to day of sale, will please call on the owner re­
siding thereon. Personal Property : One 
cow, excellent milker ; chickens by the pound. 
750 sheaves of wheat, 300 sheaves of oats, 100 
sheaves of rye.; corn by the shock ; windmill, 
wheelbarrow, forks, rakes, shoves, hoes, feed 
boxes, empty barrels. Household Goods : Stove, 
bureau, lounge, chairs, carpet by the yard, 
grocery boxes, sausage cutter and stuffer, lard 
press, cupboard, meat benches, tubs, buckets, 
pans, and many other articles not enumerated. 
Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
FREDERICK HESS.
L. H. Ingram, auct. 16sep
P UBLIC SALE OF
R E A L  E S T A T E ,
HAY, OATS and CORN.
Will he sold at public sale, on WEDNESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 29, ’86, on the premises, the fol­
lowing described Real Estate : All that certain 
messuage and tract of laud, formerly.owned by 
A. L. Detwiler, situated in Lower Providence 
Township, Montgomery county, near the Level 
School House, one mile from Yerkes’ Station, 
and one and a half miles from Areola Station, 
Perkiomen railroad, bounded by the Skippack 
creek and lands of Morton Rice, Charles Corson, 
John Drake, and others, containing 88 acres of 
land, more or less. The improvements are a 
two-story Stone House, with two rooms, hall and 
stairway on first floor, two rooms and stairway 
second floor ; garret, porch at side. A two and 
a half story attachment, 2 rooms on 
[ story, celled ; cellar; well and pump 
[under porch, cave in yard”; a one-story 
|Frame Kitchen, with bake oven, -coal 
house, &c. Stone Barn, stabling for 5 horses, 
31 cows ; Stone wagon house attached ; carriage 
,house, wagon house and butcher shop, pig pen, 
ice house, corn crib, well and pump at barn, ap­
ple orchard and other fruits, spring of water and 
growing timber. This is«a fertile farm, well 
located in a good neighborhood. Any one wish­
ing to view the premises, will please call on the 
tenant residing ou the same, or on the owner. 
Also will be sold at the same time 60 tons of 
Timothy Hay, 6,500 sheaves of Oats, 9 acres of 
Corn in the ground. Sale at 2 o’clock. The 
Real Estate will be sold on easy terms. Condi­
tions by H. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, elerk.
pUBLIC SALE OF
Personal Property!
Will be sold at public eale, on THURSDAY, 
OCTOBER 14, ’86, at the late residence of Mark 
Brownback, deceased, in Upper -Providence 
township. Montgomery county, near College­
ville, the following personal property : Gray 
Horse, 6 years old, 16hands high ; a good driver 
and worker, a perfect family horse. One-horse 
wagon and bed, set hay ladders, 2 falling top 
buggies, sleigh 2 sets stage harness, 8 sets 
light harness, double and single lines ; 
3 sets fly nets, collars and blind halters. 
Plough, cultivator, double and single 
trees, post spade, shovels and hoes, 
forks, rakes, dung drag, maul and wedges, eo.v 
chains, breast, timber, and other chains, broad 
axe, post auger, grain cradle, scythe and sneathe, 
wheelbarrow, buffalo robe, blankets, hay by the 
hundred, corn by the row, lot of empty boxes 
and barrels. Household Goods : Bedsteads and 
bedding, 2 clocks, dozen cane-seated chairs, 
}* dozen Windsor chairs, lounge, settee, rag and 
ingrain carpet by the yard, tubs, buckets, bask­
ets, 2 cupboards; lot of crockery and tinware ; 
potatoes by the bushel. Numerous other articles 
not here specified. Sale to commence at 1 
o’clock. Conditions : A credit of 90 days on all 
sums over §10 ; under said amount cash.
JOHN ASHENFELTER. 
S.R.Shnpe, auct. Administrator.
A SSIGNEES’ AND COMMITTEES’ 
f t  NOTICE.
The creditors and all others interested are 
h: reby notified that :
The account of Wm. H. Young and D. .F. 
Reinert, assignees of Henry R. Bertolet and wife, 
of Pottstown.
The first and final account of Milton H. Wal­
ters, assignee of William Young and wife, of 
Upper Salford township.
Having filed accounts of the concerns of said 
estates in the Prothonotary’s office at Norris­
town, and that said accounts will be presented 
to the Court of Common Pleas of Montgomery 
county, on Monday, the 4th day of October, 1886, 
at 10 o’clock, a. m., for allowance and confir­
mation, at which time said accounts will be al­
lowed and confirmed by said Court, unless rea­
sons be shown to the contrary.
WILLIAM B. WOODWARD, 
Prothonotary.
Prothonotary’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Sept. 4, 
1886. 9sep4t
JJARRY A. HALLMAN,
I N S U R A N C E  !
313 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA. 
Lo c k Box 8 , lCscp-
QRPHANS’ COURT SALE OF
REAL ESTATE *.
By order of the Orphans’ Court of Montgom­
ery county, will be sold at public sale, on SAT­
URDAY, OCTOBER 2, ’86. at the late residence 
of Moses F. Halteman in Worcester township, 
Montgomery county, Pa., about two miles north 
from Fairview. along a public road leading from 
Stump Hall School House to Skippack, the fol­
lowing described real estate of the said deceased, 
bounded by lands of Wm. Force, John 
l¥ e f |j | Place and others, containing 26 acres >c!l&and Perc^es °f land. The improve- 
i ments consist of a good two-story stone
house, L shaped, 34x27 feet, containing 7 rooms 
and attic, cellar underneath ; stone kitchen 14x 
16 feet, good cave underneath ; good carpenter 
shop 16x20 feet. Barn, 46x34 feet, stone stable 
high, room for 7 cows and 5 horses. Wagon 
house and hen house attached, corn crib, hog 
sty, and other outbuildings, all of which are in 
good repair. Th$ land is in a high state of cul­
tivation, divided into convenient fields with good 
fences. Good and neverfailing water convenient 
to the buildings. There are a variety of fruit 
trees on the premises, such as apples, pears, 
peaches and grapes. This property is worthy 
the attention of any person wishing to purchase 
a small farm, being beautifully situated and in 
a good neighborhood. Sale at 1 o’clock. Con­
ditions by A. M. HALTEMAN,
H. M. HALTEMAN,
S. R. Shupe, auct. Administrators.
John Hoffman, clerk. 9sep-
pUBLIC SALE OF
Real Estate ati Personal .Property!
The subscriber, intending to quit business, will 
have a closing out sale on THURSDAY, SEP­
TEMBER 23, 1886, of his real estate and per­
sonal property, at Grater’s Ford, Montgomery 
county. The real estate consists of a lot 65 feet 
front and 260 feet deep, with a brick house 
thereon 28 by 30 feet; two rooms on 
first floor, two on second floor, garret ; 
~ ~~ ~|hBkcellar with cement floor and ceiling.
Frame stable 18 by IK ft., for two 
horses and two wagons. The lot contains a 
choice variety of fruit trees in fine bearing con­
dition. Personal Property : A wagon house 8 
by 19 ft., frame smoke house ; lawn mower, 
cuts 18 inches ; set of plow and groove planes, 
hay carrier, ready to put up ; 2 hay hooks and 
pulleys, track hooks and pulleys, one double 
and one treble tree, devices, cultivator, new hay 
rake, No. 1 grindstone, quite new; 2 gas pipe 
tongs, 2 washing machines, the best in use ; 
mowing machine knives, guards and rivets for 
different mowing machines, plow shares, 12 
spring tooth harrows, 2 plow jointers to fit most 
any plow, 2 secondhand spike harrows, machine 
oil by the gallon, good family carriage with 
jump seats ; good express buggy, with lock ; 
Buck board wagon, one newly covered wagon 
body with rack and block, suitable for a butcher; 
2 6etsof single harness, as good as new ; fly nets, 
collars, express sleigh and bells ; hand feed cut­
ter, forks and shovels ; one 25 gallon Farmers’ 
boiler, iron kettle, butchering tools,, beam 
weighs 400 pounds ; spring scale, weighs 60 
pounds; counter scale, meat cutter of the best 
made, lard press and sausage stuffer* 6 new 50 
lb. lard cans and scrap pans, cleaver and knives, 
meat benches, bedstead and trundle bed. Many 
other articles not here mentioned. Sale tp com­
mence at 1 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
JOEL C. FREED.
John G. Fetterolf, auct. A. G. Schwenk, clerk.
A SSIGNEES’ SALE.
Assigned Estate of James U. Bean and Wife.
By virtue of an order of the Court of Common 
Pleas of Montgomery County, Pa., will be ex­
posed to public sale, on the premises, at Mingo 
Station, Upper Providence township, one-half 
mile below Royersford, on TUESDAY, OCTO­
BER 5,1886, at 2.30 o’clock ,vp. m., the follow­
ing Real Estate, to wit : All that messuage or 
tenement and two tracts of land described as 
No. 1 and 2, situate in Upper Providence town­
ship aforesaid, containing together 50 acres and 
91 perches of land; more or, less, situate at 
Mingo Station, on the Philadelphia and Reading
M railroad, about a half mile below Royers­ford. The improvements consist of a large two.story Stone building, with 
frame kitchen attached ; two rooms on 
first floor, main house, and four on second floor 
with ceiled attic. Large Stone Barn, almost 
new ; large stone wagon house, and all neces­
sary outbuildings. Water supplied from a good 
spring by means of a wind pump both to house 
and barn. Excellent variety of fruit. Land is 
in a good state of cultivation and conveniently 
fenced. Worth the attention of purchasers. 
Also, on the same premises, at 3 o’clock, p. m., 
of the same day, will be sold a lot of hay, straw, 
oats in sheaf, and grain in the ground. Condi­
tions will be made known on day of sale by 
E. L. HALLMAN,). .
C. U. BEAN, ) Assignees.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. E. L. Hallman, attorney.
VERT IMPORTANT
TO F A R M E R S !
Why buy fertilizers manufactured abroad when 
you can secure equally as good, if not a better, 
article nearer home, thus saving freight charges? 
Why not give the home product a fair and honest 
trial ? These questions do not apply to hundreds 
of farmers in Montgomery and Chester counties 
who have used, with ENTIRE SATISFACTION,
-Trinity's FERTILIZERS-
TRINLEY’S FERTILIZERS are just what is 
claimed (and more, too) for them, and bring the 
right results every time they are used. They are 
genuine in quality and will continue to be in the 
futui e/Jwhat they have been in the past— 
HONEST, HIGH GRADE FERTILIZERS.
PURE GROUND BONE,
§36 per ton.
Raw « Bone -  Super « Phosphate,
§36 per ton.
Favorite « Bone « Phosphate,
$32 per ton.
R avine B one Phosphate
$25 per ton.
Also manufacturer of Cracked Bone for Chicken 
Feed; and dealer in Fertilizer »Supplies, Hides, 
Skins, •Tallow, Neatsfoot Oil, Soaps, &c., &c.
C O - A . ! - ,  I




P. Faringcr, of Ironbridge, and John 
Faringer of Worcester, are agents for Trinley’s 
Fertilizers in the middle and lower sections of 
Montgomery countv. All orders left at Col­
legeville mills will have prompt attention. Will 
ship to any railway station most convenient to 
the purchaser. tl.9-20.
Not as it may happen, but according to plans 
well pre-arrsnged for the seasons as they 
advance, we are prepared to show a large 
and carefully selected stock of




BATISTES, &C., &C., &C.
BEAUTIFUL SPRING PRINTS. 
STAPLE NOTIONS for men women & children.
C L O T H S  S c  
C - A J S S I T s Æ E I R I E S  I
For Men and Boys In many styles.
*~l l~  a  i |  i f —H In all the Latest 
X Z L ^ i .  _ L  O  Styles.
Dado Window Shades in the latest colors.' 
Wall Paper. Floor and Table Oilcloths.
WOOD and WILLOW WARE, QUEENSWAftifr
BOOTS and SHOES!
For Gents’, Ladies’ and Children’s wear.
CHOICE
^SSIG N E E S’ SALE.
Assigned Estate of Isaac Bean and Wife.
By virtue of an order of the Court of Common 
Pleas of Montgomery County, Pa., will he ex­
posed to public sale, on the premises, at Upper 
Mingo, Upper Providence township, said county, 
about one mile from Royersford, on THURS­
DAY, OCTOBER 7,1886, at 2.30 o’clock, p. m., 
the following Real Estate, to wit : All that cer­
tain messuage or tenement and tract or piece of 
land situate in Upper Providence township afore­
said, containing 45 acres and 16 perches of land, 
more or less, situate near Ebert’s mill, at Upper 
Mingo, about one mile east of Royerford. The 
improvements consist of a large, eom- 
modious, double two-story Stone build- 
klSiHLing with Stone kitchen attached ; 4 
1**1*™irooms on first floor and 8 on second, 
and large attic. Stone Barn with 3 frame Car­
riage Houses and all necessary outbnildings. A 
very fine spring of water, never-failing, to sup­
ply house and barn. Various kinds of frnit 
trees. About 5 acres of excellent timber and 2 
acres of meadow land, the whole divided into 
convenient fields by good fences and worth the 
attention of purchasers. The spring is the 
second strongest in Montgomery county. Also, 
on the same day, on the same premises, at 3 
o’clock, p. m., will be sold a lot of straw and 
about two thousand sheaves of oats, and the 
grain in the ground on said premises. Condi­
tions will be made known on day oi sale by 
E. L. HALLMAN, 5 
C. U. BEAN, > Assignees. 
J. M. LEWIN, )
J . G. Fetterolf, auct. E. L. Hallman, attorney.
23sept
Pr o p o s a l s  f o r  Oc t o b e r , 1886.
The Directors of the Poor and House of Em­
ployment of Montgomery County invite sealed 
proposals for the followihg articles at the above 
named almshouse, on
MONDAY, OCTOBER 4 ,1SS6.
12 pieces Scotch diagonal or cottonade.
10* “ Appleton A muslin, 1 yd. wide.
8 “ muslin, % or \]4 yd. wide, best qual­
ity.
4 “ calico.
2 “ lead colored drilling.
2 “ cotton flannel, for coat lining.
1 “ gingham,
6 dozen women’s hose.
1 box tea. - '
200 lbs. of smoking tobacco.
6 sides of upper leather, light.
6 “ “ Kip.
3 “ “ string leather.
1 barrel of A sugar.
3 “ “ sngarhouse molasses.
1 “ “ syrup.
300 lbs. of unroasted coffee.
2 barrels coal oil.
1 boat load good hard coal % egg and )* stove 
delivered alongside of Almshouse wharf free of 
freight, on or before October 30, 1886. Mine to 
be designated.
1 car load of steers, feeders, good quality, 
ranging about 1100 lbs. The cattle to -be de­
livered on or before the 18th day of October and 
will be inspected by the Directors before the 
same are delivered. Cattle to be weighed on the 
Almshouse scales.
Samples of goods reqnired. All goods to be 
delivered at Almshouse or either of the depots 
at Phoenixville free ol freight.
HARRY'S. LOWERY,
WILLIAM R. RITTENHOUSE, 
JOHN O. CLEMENS,
Attest - Directors.
David R. Ross, Clerk. losep
POR SALE !
WHEAT STRAW. Apply to
F. P. FARINGER^ Ironbrigde, Pa.
Oils and Paints. In fact everything that you 
will find in a well stocked country store.
Yonrs Respectfully,
Beaver & Shellenlierger
T R A P P E , IP.A.-
R
O T 
P  A  
M N
1 NOTICE! T
The undersigned desires to call the attention 
of the farming public to the fact that the fertili­
zer season is again rapidly approaching, and that 
there will be on hand at the *
Yerkes Crain, Feed,
and Coal Depot
A LARGE SUPPLY OF THE WELL TESTED, 
AND ALMOST UNIVERSALLY APPROVED
P H IL A D E L P H IA
S T A N D A R D
—'a n d—
N A T IO N A L
C O M PL E T E
Phosphates!
These goods though having an established repu­
tation will be sold cheaper than ever this fall.
A . . O -  Xj-^3S t x >e s 3
YERKES, PA.
gSTA TE NOTICE !
Estate of Philip Wanner, late of Skippack 
Township, Montgomery County, deceased. Let­
ters of administration on the above estate having 
been granted to the undersigned, all p .rsons in­
debted to said estate are requested to make im­
mediate payment, and those having legal claims, 
to present the same without delay to
ANDREW J. WANNER, Lower Providence. 
Or his Attorney—E. F. Slough, Norristown.
16sep6t
USTATE NOTICE !
Estate of Anthony V. Cnster, late of Upper 
Providence Township, Montgomery County, de­
ceased. Letters testamentary on the above 
estate having been granted to the undersigned, 
all persons indebted to said estate are requested 
to make Immediate payment, and those having 
legal claims, to present them without delay to 
MATTHIAS B. CUSTER, Trappe. 
Or his Attorney—Franklin March,
16sep6t Norristown, Pa,
J  W. ROYER, M. D-,
Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, PA,
OfBce at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic 
Hall.
M  Y. WEBER, M. D.,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBUBO, PA
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m. Branch 
Office :—RAHN STATION; Office Hours:—from 
1 to 6 p. m.
J  H. HAMER, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Office H ours : Till 9 a.m . 12 to 2 p. m. After 6 p. m.
tSrSpeclal attention given to diseases of the 
ye and ear.
DR1. B. F. PLACE,
D E N T I S T  I !
86 E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House) 
NORRISTOWN. Branch Office: COLLEHE- 
VII.LE, Mondays and Tuesdays.
¡Kg'" Prices greatly reduced.
N.
S. BORNEMAN, D. D. S.,
(DR. OF DENTAL SURGERY) 
Formerly of Boyertown, now at 
408 Marshall St . ,Corner Astor, /TvS B bBK 
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of pure 
nitrous oxide gas, ether, &c.; also by applying 
the new local anaesthetic, cocaine, which is mere 
ly brought in contact with the gum, the patient 
being perfectly sensible, teeth are extracted with­
out pain. Artificial sets from $5 to $8—the very 
best. Filling teeth a speciality. English and 
German spoken. 4-22-6m.
J  G. HOBSON,
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
Cor.MAIN and SWEDE Streets, Norristown, Da 








Blackstone Building, No. 727 Walnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA.
Second Floor, Room 15.
Can be seen every evening at his residence, 
Collegeville, Pa. Dec.l7,lyr.
I). FETTEROLF,
Justice of the Peace
C O L L E G E V IL L E  Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. 
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
^ M .  S. ESSICK,
JUSTICE of the PEACE!
MAIN STREET, ROYERSFORD, PA.
Broker in Insurance and Real Estate. Money 
wanted for loans on first mortgage. Brief of 
title furnished in all cases. Correspondence so 
licitcd. 606
JOHN H. CASSELBERRY.
(}£ mile north of Trappe.)
Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by 
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. O. Address : Limerick Square.
J  P. KOONS,.
Practical S later ! !
R A H N S S T A T IO N  Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Rootling, Flag­
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima­
tes, and prices.
pE W IS WISMER,
Practical Slater I
Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing 
slate and slate flagging, and roofling felt. All 
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a 




Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind 
of work in the line of painting, graining, and 
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer­
fully furnished upon application.
gAM UEL P. SHANTZ.
Carpenter and Builder.
RAHN SRATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work. 
No pains spared to give satisfaction.
J. G. T. MILLER.
CARPENTER and BUILDER*
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application, 
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended 
to promptly. jan.l ,’85,tf.
T W. GOTWALS.
PAINTER, GRAINER.& PAPER HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
All orders promptly executed.
apr-16-tf
THE POPULAR
D I N I N G R O O M S ,
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street* near 
Main, Norristown,
H A R R Y  B* L O N G ,  P r o p r i e t o r .  
Is the place to go to get anything you may de­
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style, 
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest and 
best in town, done up in every style. Remember 
the place and favor it with your patronage when 
U town.
I ^VLMEll E. CONWAY.
BOOT and SHOEMAKER !
COLLEGEVILLE, P A ’.
Good workmansUp and good fit guaranteed. 
Stitched work a specialty. Repairing done 
neatly and promptly. may-7-lyr.
j^UNDAY PAPERS. .
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will 
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along 






P. K. Gable, Proprietor. H. P. Beerer, Clerk.
Boarding at Beasonable rates.
Free Omnibus Meets all Trains at Bridgeport. 




Has just opened a business place at Grater’s 
Ford where he will keep on hand at all 






Of all kinds, Frames and all kinds of Building 
Materials In his line. Goods delivered on short 
notice. I solicit an examination of my goods and 
prices before purchasing elsewhere. Scroll work 
of every description, promptly done. 3-25-lyr
VAST IMPROVEMENT IN
FAMILY BIBLES.
Two Bibles in one volume hereafter for the 
price of one. Just isssued, our new and magnifi­
cent paralell contrasted columns, old and new 
revised versions Family Bible. The most gor­
geous and superbly illustrated and illuminated 
edition ever published on the globe. Low prices; 
genuine, durable bindings. Liberal terms to 
AGENTS WANTED. Write and state clearly 
intentions and wishes. Great new departure for 
Bible agents who have exhausted their fields on 
old style editions. Act quickly, and get ahead 
of all others this year.
SCAMMEL & COMPANY,
Box 7001 PHILADELPHIA, PA.
COLLEGEVILIE




&c., of any design desired promptly fur­
nished at the lowest possible prices con­
sistent with good worKmanshlp. All de­
signs executed in the best manner. Estimates 
for all Kinds of worK pertaining to the business 
cheerfully given. feb!8tf.
-ROLLER-
F I L I O i ü i i t i !
Of superior quality, manufactured from the best 
wheat by Improved Facilities, at the
Yerkes Station Mills.
Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prices.








Good, clear Wheat received at all times.
J. H. L A N D E S .
COLLEGEVILLE
B A K E R Y  !
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &c.*
EVERY MORNING.
IC E  C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season now open­
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at 
short notice, on reasonable terms;
Q A M  J O N E Q  
U Z E I R - I M I O l U r i J
In the Principal Cities, with history of His Life ; 
and Sermons by Sam Small,his Co-laborer.
Only Illustrated Edition.
Most remarkable and intensely interesting and 
amusing engravings ever seen in a book.
ONLY FULL AND AUTHENTIC EDITION 
The first complete reports ever printed. Great 
book sensation of the day. Tremendous demand. 
No book ever before like it. AGENTS WANT­
ED. Popular low-down prices. Write for terms; 
or,to secure agency quick, send 75 cts. in stamps 
for full outfit. STANDARD BOOK CO.,
612 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
JO SE P H  S T O N E , 
C A R P E T  W E A V E R
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet lor 
sale at reasonable prices.
Department of Agriculture.
HOME OF THE JERSEY CATTLE.
A VISIT T.0 THE ISLAND OF JERSEY —  SOME 
NOTES OF JERSfeY CATTLE.
The main purpose of my journey to 
England was to attend the annual con­
ference of ihe British Dairy Farmers’ 
Association, but while so »near the 
Channel Islands, the cattle upon which 
have become an item of so much im 
portance in our dairying, though I had 
no time to spare, I crowded out a few 
days by traveling at night, to take a 
bird’s eye view of Jersey, the principal 
one of the group. As seen from the ship 
when approaching them, the islands in 
the southern part of the English Chan­
nel, Alderney', Sark, Guernsey and Jer­
sey, all have a similar appearance. 
Their general elevation looks so uniform 
as to suggest an elevated- table land, 
but their surfaces are quite varied, with 
indentations in the form of gulleys, 
ravines and wider depressions. A closer 
view shows them all to be composed of 
rock, and leads to the conclusion that 
they all belong to the same geological 
formation, and that at some remote 
period in the history of the world’s de­
velopment they formed elevated pro­
jections upon a large plain connected 
with the adjacent coast of France, from 
which the nearest one now is about 
fifteen miles distant, but which, a thous­
and years or so (John Thornton puts 
the time about A. D. 169) subsided be­
low the ocean’s level* leaving these 
elevated points above the water.
The Island of Jersey is a mass of 
granitic sandstone, made up of mica, 
feldspar and quartz, the latter predom­
inating. The thin soil which covers it 
is formed chiefly from the decomposi­
tion of the rock it covers, and is gener­
ally more or less gravelly or sandy, 
with occasionally streaks of loam and 
clay. The supply of potash and phos­
phoric acid is evidently abundant, mak­
ing the soil generally rich and fertile, 
producing heavy crops, especially of 
grass. Lime appears to be a scanty 
element in the bed-rock, and conse­
quently, to be scarce in the soil derived 
from it, and this inference is borne out 
by the scarcity of timothy and other 
grasses,which abound and flourish in the 
soil rich in lime. Since lime is the prin­
cipal element in the formation of bonesp 
and since it is a fact known to physio­
logists that the supply of lime in a soil 
modifies the delevopment of the bones 
of the animals living upon it, one can 
hardly resist the conclusion that the in­
ferior supply of lime in the soil upon 
the Channel Islands has something to 
do with the diminutive bony structures 
of the animals which have been bred 
upon them for unnumbered centuries. 
The lack of exercise from the almost 
universal practice of tethering, may, 
very likely, have also contributed to 
keep down size. Such a conclusion is 
corroborated by the fact that the de­
scents of the cattle, when developed in 
England and the United States, are 
considerably larger than those grown 
on the Islands themselves
The Duke of Bedford has a herd of 
thirthy to forty Jersey cows, which he 
has been several years in developing, 
the animals being permitted to roam at 
will on broad and rich pastures, with a 
soil abounding with lime, which will 
average at least to hundred pounds 
more per animal than those grown up­
on their native island will average, and 
the tendency of Jerseys to increase in 
size when bred in the United States is 
well known. That the peculiarities of 
the soil upon the Channel Islands have 
much to do in moulding the character­
istics of the stock grown upon them, is 
further evidenced by the fact, which 
surprised me very much that the butter 
produced by the Jersey cows upon 
their native islanks is very plainly in­
ferior, both in color and flavor, to the 
butter produce^ from the same breed of 
cows in.the United States. Something 
of this difference may be due to the 
greater liberality of feeding. Feed 
being very dear in Jersey—bran $30 a 
ton, and other feed it* propotion — the 
islanders do not feed as freely as the 
owners of Jersey stock in the United 
States. Feeding up to the full capacity 
of a cow to utilize feed, is essential to 
fullest quality, as well as to the largest 
quantity, and American Jerseys, L am 
confident, have an advantage in both 
respects over the native Jersey cows ; 
but this will not account for the whole 
of the difference apparant in the pro­
ducts of the same breed of cows in the 
two countries. That my view of the 
status of Jersey Island butter is the 
real one, and not a fancy of mine is cor­
roborated by it standing in the London 
market, where, though the Jersey but­
ter is not without high merit, both 
Danish and Irish are preferred before 
it, and both, I am sure, are higher 
colored. Nor is this difference between 
American-bred and Jersey-bred cows 
all due to the exportation of the best 
from Jersey, leaving an inferior lot at 
home. There are some as fine-bred 
cows on the island as were ever bred 
anywhere. It would be very difficult 
to find finer looking cows than were 
seen there; but they do not, with like
indications for producing milk and bnt- 
ter, yield like American cows.
The best recorded test met with was 
that of the cow Cleopetra, owned by 
Capt. Dennis Blamfield, which, in 1885, 
made eighteen pounds and eight and 
one-half ounces of butter in seven days, 
and in 1880, tested again, made seven­
teen pounds twelve and one-half ounces. 
Several fifteen pound cows were met 
with whose milking indications were 
good enough to make it very certain 
that every one of them could by a skil­
ful development of their digestive, ab­
sorbing and milk-secreting organs, in a 
year or two be made to add another 
pound or two of butter to their present 
daily yield. We have plenty of feeders 
who have a sufficiently clear apprecia­
tion of the physiological laws relating 
to bovine capacit)’, to enable them by 
gradual and persistent development to 
reach such result, but I saw no evidence 
of such skill in Jersey, or any where 
else, and I am inclined to think our 
best American feeders are at the head 
of the world in the art of feeding for 
development.
The Island of Jersey contains about 
sixtj’ square miles, 20,000 acres of 
which are said Vo lie arable and were 
valued by different parties at $1,500 on 
acre, and it supports about 10,000 head 
of cattle, of which about 6,200 are cows, 
and are valued at an average of a $200 
a piece. The principal productions are 
cows, butter and early potatoes for the 
London market, from the exports of 
all of which there is annually realized 
about $1,750,000.
I landed at St. Heller, a city of 28,- 
000 inhabitants, and the only one on 
the island on the morning on the 17th 
of June, when everthing was dressed in 
its livliest green. I looked over the dairy 
products on sale in the city, and the 
cattle in and around it, and then a good 
guide rode over the island with me, 
showing me all the best herds and near­
ly the whole of the surface of the is­
land itself, which is but five or six 
miles wide and nine to eleven long. I 
found the inhabitants speaking both 
French and English with equal facility, 
although their official language is 
French. The stock was fine, the roads 
were splendid, the fields neatly tilled 
and the scenery beautiful, and I could 
not but think it a very healthy and 
pleasant place to liv6, a bonny little 
nook and precious corner of the earth 
in more scuses than one.
The chicken houses must be kept as 
clean as circumstances will permit. The 
diseases of the poultry yard are not 
confined to any particular season or 
climate.
Poultry breeders should pay more 
attention to capouizing than they do. 
Cockerels for market or family use are 
fully one-third more valuable by the 
process.
By immersing eggs in a gallon of 
water (previously, boiled and cooked) 
to which has been added a teaspoonful 
of salicylic acid, they will keep three 
months or more. The acid is dissolved 
in boiling water before added. It is 
harmless and possesses excellent pres 
ervative qualities.
Fowls destroy the grass with their 
droppings when kept on one location 
for a long t :me, by rendering it too 
foul for tjieir use. The result is usually 
cholera. The remedy is to spade up 
the soil occasionally, re-seeding the 
location, and keep the hens off till the 
grass grows up again. After the taint­
ed ground lias been exposed to sun and 
rain, and especially after it has been 
spaded or plowed, it will be in condi­
tion to have the run shifted onto it 
again. There is nothing better than 
spading or plowing the runs, whether 
they are movable or stationary.
MAMBRINO HASSON.
PEDIGREE. Mambrino Hasson was sired by 
Relf’s Mambrino Pilot, he by Mambrino Chief, 
he by Mambrino Paymaster, he by Mambrino,he 
by Imported Messenger. Mambrino Pilots Dam 
by Alexander’s Pilot, Jr., Dam of Mambrino 
Hasson, by Hasson, of Salem, Ohio; he by Im­
ported Imum, (an Arabian horse presented to 
President Van Buren by the Emporor of Moroc­
co); Dam of Hosson was by Utility,he by Ameri­
can Eclipse. —MAMBRINO HASSON—
Will make the season for 1886 at 
the stable of his owner, 
i  _  At Washington Square, Pa., 
At Fifty Dollars a Mare. Mares not proving 
with foal can be returned the next season free of 
charge. Mambrino Hasson took the first premium 
at the Pennsylvania Agricultural State fair, at 
Philadelphia, 1885, for the finest bred trotting 
stallion ; he also won the 2:30 race at the Potts- 
town Fair, making a record of 2.8.1 ; he has 
shown trials in 2:25. JOS. C. BEYER,
4-8 . Norristown, P. O., Pa.
;an Lciipse.
rpiOM AS LOWNES
& W. H. DAYIS.
W agon: and: Carriage: Builders*
RAIIN STATION, PA.
We are prepared to do painting, light and heavy 
work.
BLACK SM ITH ING ,
in all its branches. No pains spared to give 
satisfaction. Give us a call.
^ T  TIIE COLLEGEVILLE
A gricultural Store
Can be found the latest and most improved 
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, including
Hench’s Patent Cultivator,
and DOUBLE ROW*CORN PLANTER with 
phosphate attachment—a machine that has given 
perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call and see 
it or send for descriptive circular. Also the 
Champion Mowers, Reapers and Cord Binders, 
greatly improved* the most perfect and lightest 
m&ehiue. Also all improved plows, horse rakes* 
and all the improved Farming Implements used. 
All machinery sold at lowest market prices.
GEORGE YOST,
4-29 Collegeville, Pa,
The Roberts Machine Company.
C ollegeville, F a .
Parties who want a convenient 
anil ample water supply should ad­
dress THE ROBERTS MACHINE 
COMPANY, Collegeville, Pa.
Having had years of experience 
in erecting the celebrated PERK­
INS WINDMILL, and inasmuch as 
we have just received the sole agen­
cy for these Windmills in the coun­
ties of Montgomery, Chester, Berks, 
and Bucks, with our largely in­
creased facilities to do satisfactory 
work we are fully prepared to con­
tract for the erecting of these Mills 
and to do Plumbing in every branch. 
We keep in stock a variety of the 
best Hand Pumps. .We also manu­
facture Cedar Tanks of any size. 
Our celebrated One and Two Horse 
Powers, and DWARF THRESH­
ERS and SEPARATORS and our 
Clipper Fodder Cutters with Grind­
ers are doing excellent work and 
are unsurpassed anywhere. We are 
prepared to furnish Pulleys, Hang­
ers, Shafting and General Mill Work. Erect ENGINES and BOILERS and in 
fact to do geueral steam work.
A gricultural and H arvesting M achinery ,
of various kinds for sale. We will give information in regard to water supplies 
generally, and are prepared to bore Artesian Wells to any depth necessary.
Repairing in all its  branches Promptly Attended to
BY COMPETENT WORKMEN.
-Our Facilities for Executing-
are such‘as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The 
Job Work done at the Independent office favorably compares with that done anywhere in 
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our.best to serve you well.
If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and if you want your neighbors and the rest of 
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what It is—
A  D  V  EC R T I S E
—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—
^ “PROVIDENCE
i n d e p e n d e n t ” ^
-The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I nde­
pendent circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. It is read by at least 3500 
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously 
invested in an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I ndependent 
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous people 
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise.
I^ S U B S C R I B E  FOB THE
c c
^ I R O ^ I i D E l s r C I E !
-$1.25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness 
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the Independent, the paper that stands on its 
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor. The Independent 
contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and 
all opinions worthy of space. If  you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth 
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own, 
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.
FARMERS!
I desire to bring to the attention of Farmers, L. 
L. CROCKER’S AMMONIATED BONE
which stands high in commercial value; is not in­
jurious to plant germs, and is equal to any in the 
market in ammonia*blood and bone phosphate. It 
is one of the best phosphates now used. I also 
recommend the ROSEBONE PHOSPHATE,com­
posed of 14 guano, the balance dissolved bone 
and potash. It has given complete satisfaction 
on all crops. Price: $29.50 delivered In addition 
to these I will sell a valuable fertilizer, imported 
from South America, a Superior
Natural Cuano !
which will analyze 5 to 7 per cent, in ammonia— 
three grades, from $36 to $45 per ton. For fur­
ther particulars call on or address,
F .  JP .
mar.4 IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Wm. J. THOMPSON,




Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues­
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each 
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he 






H A R N E S S !
Of the best material and manufacture, at
DetiilerX Upr Proiitace Spare’.





Call and examine our stock and ascertain 
prices before going out of your latitude to make 
your purchases. Repairing attended to promptly.
John G. Detwiler.
C O L L E G E V I L L E
P A R R I A G E 7 O R K S  !
Special Bai gains in Jump-Scat, Brewster Side- 
Bar and Timpkin Side-Bar




H A V E  Y O U  S E E N  
T H E  L A T E S T
Iinproveinent in Threshers ani Cleaners
It will revolutionize the Thresher trade. Don’t 
buy until you see It. Send for Catalogue of our 
Level-Tread Horse Powers, Threshers and Clean­
ers, Sawing Machines, Fodder Cutters and 
Crashers, Land Rollers, Harvesters, Binders, 
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows.
WE KEEP A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS 
OF FARM MACHINENY.
Plow Shares and Extras of various Chilled Plows. 
Iron Fencing, and castings of all descriptions 
made to order. Repairing and jobbing of all 
kinds of machinery work promptly attended to. 
All the leading varieties of Farm Machinery kept 
in stock, warranted the best. Sold on reason­
able terms at very lowest prices possible for good 
machinery to be sold at. Catalogues free on 
application. Call or address
H E E B N E R  & SO N S,




White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
L U M B E R ,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
SH IN G LES, split and sawed.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CH ESTNUT  
RAILS.
L e h i g h  and Schuylki l l
COAL. -  COAL.
F L O U R ,
Corn, B ran, M iddlings,
OATS, L IN S E E D  M EAL,
AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s 
Town and Country Paint,—second to none In 
the market. Also Harrison's Rough and Ready 
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and 
fencing.
E N T E R P R I S E
MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford* Montgomery Co. Pa.
would announce to my friends and the public, 
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds ot 
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
MONUMENTS a il  TOMBSTONES,
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, In 
the finest and latest designs.
GALVANISED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip­
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar­
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, ST E PS, SILLS, ETC., ETC
All work Guaranteed to.give Satisfaction, and 
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design 
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones. 
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different 
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been 
turned out at the E nterprise Works. Call and 
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low; 
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto: 
liLow prices and fair dealings,”
RESPECTFUL! F,
D. Theo. Buekwalter.
J  une 8-ly.
THE ONLY STEAM
NOW IN USE IN THE STATE. 
—THE—
EU R EK  A  .
WASHER ! l P
with Boiler Attached is the
BEST WASHER la Tie WORLD!
With the boiler attainment the clothes are Wash­
ed and boiled at the same time. The water 
is boiled and kept boiling while, washing, 
with one-eighth part of the fuel, and 
in less than one-half the time 
that is required to heat In 
the usual way. It is pro­
nounced by all per­
sons who have 
seen it to be
THE BEST MACHINE EVER INVENTED .
A Machine that will really save time, labor and 
clothes, works easily and is durable is bound to 
become popular. No family can afford to be 
without the Eureka Washer. Call on* or address
A . L. A sh en felter,
PORT PROVIDENCE, Montg,, Go- Pa-
Manufacturer and Sole Proprietor of Montg.,Co. 
Good reliable agents wanted. Sep.l7-tf
ESTABLISHED 1857.
J. M. Albertson & Sons.,
B A N K E R S ,  
Noirrstown, Pa.
3 Per Cent.
Interest Paid on Deposits
Subject to check on 10 days notice.
MONEY TO LOAN.
STOCKS a n d  BONDS
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Boxes In Vault to Rt nt at Low Rates,
